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Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to present a clear,
valid, but concise description of the Cooperative Movement in
Denmark. In accordance with its aim it seeks to portray those
features, peculiar to the Danish movement, which tend to make
the smallest of the Scandinavian countries an outstanding
example of the cooperative order.
The motive of the work was obtained through the cauual
reading of texts concerning the system. As a result of these
readings, a desire to inquire more fully into the field v/as
horn, and from this desire has sprung this work.
As a major consideration the thesis purports to
present to the reader an accurate impression of the movement
with its many and varied ramifications. In so doing no attempt
is made to Justify of condemn the system. Where occasion permits
an effort has been made to show the points of divurgence or
similarity between the Danish movement and that of other
countries, norfcably the other Scandinavian countries, England,
and the United States.
In many of the phases that are considered special
emphasis has been placed on the developing of the economic and
social backgrounds of the movement in order that the true
origins may be made clear. This is in accordance with another
feature of the work in that it seeks to make known those men
whose names have been vitally connected with the movement at

some stage of its development.
The work represents material gathered from the
reading of many hooks, publications, and pamphlets.
As another objective the thesis attempts to pot*tray
in all aspects, the status which the cooperative movement
has attained, not only in its economic and social aspects, hut
in these less tangible phases such as education, culture,
and moral.
Tf the reading of the work affords and enables the read-
er to get a better view of the banish movement then its purpose
will have been fulfilled.

Introduction.
COOPERATION.
Cooperation in the sense of working together is as old
as human nature itself. In primitive society we see the men
hunting and fishing while the women remained at home to care
for the children and also to take charge of the household
duties. Dr. Johnson wrote of the larger and more varied economic
order. "The "business of life is carried on hy a general
cooperation." (1)
However, in these cases the cooperation was unconscious
as it lacked organization towards any definite goal. For
instance; the galley slaves in the Roman galleys cooperated,
but not "because of common spirit, "but rather due to necessity.
Thus, it was not really cooperation since it was not voluntary.
We really see cooperation in the guilds of England, in the
"mujins" or mutual aid societies of Japan, and in the
"fruitieves" of Switzerland. In these countries cooperation was
really in effect as the people volunteered to unite for a stated
purpose and all were on the ssane "basis of equality. These two
oualificat i ons are the "basis of any cooperative movement; "be it
concerned with production or consumption. In Russia, in 1920,
j
v/hen cooperative membership was compulsory the name
"cooperative" lost its meaning. Free association to aid the
1. Encyclopaedia Eritannica Co., ltd., 1937. Vol.6. p.-82.
.—
diverse members is the true essential of cooperation, and if
the movement lacks this fundamental it does not fulfill the
fundamental requirements and characteristics of the term.
Cf the two fundamentals, perhaps, the fact that
cooperation is voluntary is much more important than the fact
that it should he based on equality of the members of the
societies. Great Britain which at the present time includes a
membership comprising hundreds of thousands of families has
this spirit of voluntary association.
In such an association each person seeks benefits
through the whole as is shown by friendly societies, clubs,
and similar bodies.
A cooperative society thus:
"Is a voluntary association in which the
people organize democratically to sup r ly
their needs through mutual action, in
which the motive of production and
distribution is service, net profit, and
in which it is the aim that the
performance of useful labor shall give
access to the best rewards." (1)
While cooperation and cooperative movements have tbei
roots in the past, in realiiy, the modem world has created
the need for them as well as the opportunity for the
development of such movements. With the overthrow of the old
domestic system of production, in which the household was the
prime factor, and the subsequent factory system, which is
referred to as the Industrial Revolution, the movement first
received its impetus.
1. Warbasse, James P., Cooperative Democracy
.
hew York: Harper & Brothers
.
Third Edition. 19- S
4
r
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5The many and varied factors that are components of the
Industrial Revolution, such as the perfectjon of steam as a
source of power, development of the iron industry, and the
migration of rural populations to urban areas, all gave rise
to cooperation and cooperative movements as poss : hle solutions
to the newly created problems.
The first movement that evidenced the cooperative trend
was in England when in 1795 the Hull Anti-Mill Society erected
a flour mill which was to remain for a century. This society
was formed as a, means of protection against predatory activities
on the part of outside capitalists.
Subsequently
,
cooperative movements arose for the
purpose of enabling the masses to enjoy the fruits of new
production lines. The movement spread from town to town in the
British Isles. Later, due to the importation of American food-
stuffs and produce, a protective movement originated in Ireland
and soon the system was incorporated into the economic orders
of many of the other European countries including Denmark.
These first societies were organized to maintain the domestic
markets, but in the years following, other motives both
economic and social appeared.
In the following pages we shall investigate these feat-
ures which have made this small country a noted cooperative
nation. The success of "all for each" is seen to depend very
considerably on the degree of loyalty, integrity, and interest
that is manifested on the part of the members. Without t v ese
essentials the societies fail.
..
.
6In Asia, where illiteracy is common and widely
prevalent, many efforts to launch cooperative schemes have
failed due to the incompetency of the population to enter into
such an arrangement. On the other hand, in England, the
Rochdale system was set up because of the existing spirit
present in the people.
Cooperation is not a static or stagnant relationship,
but it is alive and active. It comes about as a result of
voluntary action and the desire of the organizers who share
the same plane or level of equality. If such persons forming
the societies do not show these traits the plan loses its
cooperative basis and develops along the lines of the usual
business endeavor.

Denmark and the Danes
Denmark is the smallest of the three Scandinavian
countries; Norway, Sweden, and Denmark.
In area it contains 17,110 square miles which is twice
the size of Massachusetts and less than one-third the area of
New York. It is roughly of the same area as Switzerland and
covers one-twentieth the area of Texas, the largest state in
the Union.
It is of economic necessity that Denmark is primarily
an agricultural nation. The nation, has not the abundance of
natural resources which are generally required for industrial
supremacy. Approximately 16f=> of her population lives on farms
and 76f« of her productive area is devoted to agriculture.
Geographically, Denmark comprises the peninsula of
Jutland which protrudes in spike-like fashion from the western
corner of Germany, dividing the North and Baltic Seas. Also, it
consists of three large and three small islands. A part of this
area is composed of sand dunes, lagoons, and shallow hays
while the coast is indented wi th deep f^iiords and inlets. The
surface of the land does not exceed an altitude of more than 590
feet in any section or the nation. (1)
Such a coastline with its many fine harbors has enabled
the Danes to become fishermen. Many of the small towns which are
1. The Volume Library
.
Yew iork: The Educators Association. 1928. p,19R.
,c
8located on the shores of these many harbors obtain their
livelihood from the sea. The Danish fishing fleet consists of
about lt,000 boats and in 19(55 their catch was valued at
approximately $9,000,000.
The soil is neither very rich nor very productive. It
is only by the most intensive methods that the farmer is able
to earn his living. It was not too long ago that the land was
a barren heath. Government subsidies combined with the Danish
Heath Society enabled the farmers to reclaim much of it. In 1955
the country attained great agricultural production, having
1,882,000 acres under cultivation.
History
:
The land early became the home of the ingles, Saxons,
and Jutes whose brethren settled in England. Erom these came
the Vikings who sailed as far as the shores pf Berth America,
and there, conouerors ever, left to make new inroads into
Europe. A united kingdom sprang1 up about the ninth century.
While not as powerful, the government, a constitutional
monarchy, is headed by a king.
The history of Denmark is most like that of any country
the h' story of war, mostly fruitless, irrational, and withal
cruel. Napoleon Bonaparte brought the country to the edge og
ruin in 1800, and in 1807, the British fleet reduced Copenhagen
following the defeat of the Danish fleet. In 1850 the Schleswig-
Holstein affair developed animosity between the Danes end the
Germans. The German population rose against Denmark proposing
secession until Prussia abandoned the cause of the Duchies and
.,
.
9restored the former status. In 1864 the Question of the secession
arose again and Prussia absorbed Schleswig and Holstein, two
rich provinces. Following the World War a plebescite was held
and three -fourths of the inhabitants of Forth Schleswig voted
in favor of reunion with Denmark. (1)
like the other Scandinavian countries, Denmark took no
active part in the World War.
Until 1916 the colonial possessions of the country
consisted of Greenland, Iceland, and the Danish West Ind'es. In
1918 Iceland was decls.red independent, having enjoyed home rule
since 1874. At the present time Greenland is Denmark's sole
colony. The Faroe Islands are part of the kingdom rather than
a colony.
P opulation
:
According to the census of 1915 the population of the
country was approximately ?, 706,549, about the size of Minnesota.,
of which 58f? of the people lived in towns or cities. The largest
city of the land is Copenhagen, the capital. This metropolis
has a population of 666,269.
The rural population numbers 1,466,000. Similar to
other nations, Denmark has felt the drift of the population to
urban areas. In the last ten years the rural population has
increased less than 6,000. During the same period the
population of the towns and cities increased approximately
280,000. Copenhagen alone increased 7^,000.
1. The Volume Library
.
--Op Cit--p.l98
' l .
*
,
.
,
'
.
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Although Copenhagen is the largest city, Denmark is not
a nation of farmers and villages. Thirteen towns have populations
of 15,000 or more and seven have more than 25,000 people.
The population of the country as a whole is 9
homogeneous. The 7fo is made up chiefly of Germans.
The distribution of the population as to occupations,
as set forth in the 19.70 census, is as fol ov/s : (1)
Occupations. Number.
Inactives 7-7,500
Domestics 216,700
Administrative, Arts
Sciences 206,500
Commerce and Finance 586,200
Traffic and Commission 254,100
Indus try 1,072,, 700
Agri culture
,
Fore s try
Fishing 1,117,400
Natural Resources:
In the matter of natural resources Denmark is very poor
and depends on her imports in order to fulfill all such needs.
Cn a per capita basis, Denmark imports four times as much as the
United Spates. As was previously mentioned the soil requires
scientific treatment in order to yield sufficent crops to meet
the needs of the people. On the Island of Jutland which was once
a barren wasteland, the farmers have made great use of chemicals
Thousands of acres of land have been reclaimed and ma.de
produeti ve
.
Denmark annually imports from various countries many
l.The World Almanac and Book of Facts.
New York: The World-Telegram. 1978. p.54Q.
-
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types of merchandise which due to the scarcity of minerals and
other resources makes it necessary for the country to deal with
other nations in order to fulfill their needs. Inch of the
importing trade is conducted on a "barter "basis, in that they
receive goods in return for their own products.
The Danes:
A part of the old ilorse stock, and kin of the Swedes,
Norwegians, and English, the Danes are a most interesting
people. Possessed of great political aptitude, self-reliance,
courage, and initiative they have "been ahle to solve most of
their problems by peaceful means.
The religion is Protestant and most of the population
belongs to the state church which is Lutheran. According to
Dr. haurice F. Egan, former American minister; (1)
"Her people leave the game of international
politics to others, but on the other hand they
have a fine capacity for home activity and
communal s el:'-government
,
by which all
the powers in a district work together
for the development of local resources and are
ready to adapt themselves to changing
circumstances
.
n
While the country still has a king there i s no social
stratification as is the procedure in most monarchies. The court
life is simple, and the king very democratic and popular. At the
present time hereditary titles are no longer bestowed by the
court. Society is open, admittance based on talent and ability
rather than ostentation or display.
The people are given freely to leisurely living. Sports
1. Howe, Fred_eric Clemson, Denmark, The Cooperative Way
.
Hew York: Coward-KcCann, Inc,, 1956. p.75

along with entertainments
,
and the "bicycle represent the most
popular forms of diversion.
The life of Copenhagen is similar to that of the larger
European capitals. Subsidized operas and state theatres
maintain a high standard of entertainment. Intellectual
opportunities are afforded by the availability of lectures and
forums
.
12
The Danish farmer is widely read, supports many
publications, and is a consistent patron of lectures and
meetings. The average Danes is a well versed individual. I ossessed
of definite political ideas he is interested in history,
politics, traditions, and more especially in agriculture and
husbandry.
In December, 1914, Jrofessor E.G. Cooley wrote in the
Educational Review: (1)
IT The Danish peasant is the best informed •'*n
the world, lore and more cla; s distinction
is disappearing among them. They have lost the
suspicious reserve of the usual peasant
class. And not only among the peasants, but
among the working class there is not that
chasm between the educated and the uneducated
that is found among the other countries
of the v/orld."
In matters pertaining to personal liberty, marriage,
divorce, and questions of sex hygi ene the Danes are most
liberal. (2) Divorce is easily obtained and the notoriety that
r *
characterizes the trials in this country is absent. If both
parties seek the decree, no misconduct need be established. Even
1. Eowe, -- Cp. Cit. —p.28.
2. Ibid, --p.28.

though there are a number of causes for judicial divorces, the
agreement of both parties suffices for the securing of the
separation. The ohly requirement is that the parties appear
before the judge. Reconciliation is attempted, but if this
cannot be obtained a decree of separation is ordered. Following
the decree the parties must not remarry for a period of three
years. At the completion of the three year period the decree
becomes final.
The government of the country is a constitutional
monarchy with succession hereditary. The King and the ligsdag
(Diet) jointly hold the legislative powers. The latter is
composed of two bodies: the Folkething (House of Commons),
and the Landsthing (Senate). The franchise is given to men and
women over 25 years of age. The leading party is the Social-
Democrats which is composed primarily of workers and farmers.
Denmark, despite the existence of so many fine things,
is not an Eldorado. (1) In the Americam sense of wealth the
uanes are not rich. Their wealth cannot be measured in American
terms. There is no car for every four or five people. There are
few millionaires, and their ideas as to what constitutes wealth
is not so closely connected with dollars so much as it is w * th
other rewards. The wealth of the Danes is measured by the
comforts, conveniences, and opportunities which the majority
of the people enjoy; by the numerous services which are
designed to care for the average nan; by the accessibility pf
1. Manniche, Peter, "Cooperation and Other Aspects of Danish
Life
.
,T
Copenhagen: The International Observer. Vol.l.No.l. p, rn .
..
,
.
.
.
«
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insurance against old age and sickness; and the~ education which
is aimed to make his life more full and rich; and by the
opportunity to letter himself, provided he has the character
and material with which to do it.
O ther Considerations :
Internationally, Denmark has had hut little part. Her
des:: re has keen to remain, as much as possible, clear of all
entanglements. Her attitude has keen one of abstinence. The
defensive program of the country carries this principle still
further. The army is in the form of a national militia for which
each man is liable for service. In 1956, some 86 n0 recruits were
called for training. 1'he permanent arm" comprises 14,000 men
with an additional 55,000 available for mokilizati oh. The navy
is likewise small, consisting mostly of monitors. The air
ser. ice is correspondingly small, sum orting but 65 planes.
While emphasis has keen placed on the agri cultural
activities of the land one should not disregard the industrial
pursuits of the nation. Formally, there are about 8?, 000
industrial and shop plants. Since the beginning of the world-
wide economic slump the plants have suffered. (1) However,
550,000 workers of whom 240, n00 are shilled are employed when
the plants are operating under normal circumstances.
The railroad system which comprises some 4,775 miles
ol rail is half owned by the state.
The Danish merchant marine consists of 456 steamships,
255 motor ships, and of but a small number of sailing vessels.
1. The World Almanac and Book of Facts. --Op. Cit. --p.225.

Many of these ships are engaged n'n coast-wi se trade with the
other Scandinavian countries and Great Britain. The chief
exports of the country are dairy products, ergs, animals,
animal products, fuels, wood manufactures, and fodder. Imports
are many with coffee, spices, fruits, vegetable oils, and
machinery topping the l : st. The business activity of the nation
4s chiefly dependent on Germany and Great Britain. (1)
The educational system is extensive and in the higher
levels specialized. In the agricultural schools this
specialization is even more noticeab e. Attendance at the lower
schools is compulsory. In 1925 there were 4,456 such schorls
with an enrollment of 495,000 pupils. At the head, of the system
is the University of Copenhagen which was founded in 1479. The
student enrollment of this institution is 5,400.
1. The World Almanac and .Boole of Facts. Cp. Cit.--p.?25.

The Rochdale Pioneers’ Contri hutions to the Danish Movement.
Since the middle of the last century men and women
scattered throughout the various sections of the globe have been
experimenting with another method of producing and distributing
goods. This technique which is based on cooperation instead of
competition has won many followers and now is an established
method. In the United States it is still novel and utilized
chiefly in those regions where there is a spread of foreign
immigrants who have had some affiliation with the movement in
their parent countries.
The movement originated in England and because of that
the English word ’’cooperative ” has been taken over and adopted
by other nations. (1)
At the present time there are 465,000 cooperatives
spread over most of the countries of the world. Distributed
in these societies are 139,000,000 members. This amazing iotal
is roughly the population of the united States, more than half
the number of Catholics in the world, and more than two-thirds
the number of Protestants
.
S tory of the Rochdale Pioneers.
In 1844 the Movement was launched in Rochdale, a small
town in England comprising a population of 1,500 people who
were dependent on the local mill for their livelihood. It was
1. Encyclopaedia Britannica. --Op. Cit.
—
p.383.
~ =
,
.
,
-
, ,
in this town that the principles of organization for the Danish
cooperatives and for the world at large were developed.
The people of the town were employed in the cotton and
woolen mill, working for as little one or two cents an horn.
Their weekly wage was often but 45 or 50 cents. Under such a
system the people were barely able to exist and in many instance
they were unable to provide themselves with the necessities of
s
17
life.
A strike for higher wages met with no success. The mill
owners refused to increase wages, claiming that such action was
impossible. As a result, the workers lost; the strike leaders
were discharged; and many of the more fortunate liquidated their
savings and belongings in order that they might migrate to this
country. The less fortunate remained behind.
It was in this latter group that action developed. A
small band organized to decide what might be done to help them
out of their plight. Among the suggestions were several, includ-
ing a political demonstration, a petition to the king, and a
few who had heard of Robert Cwen and Dr. William King saw still
another possibility.
The latter was a practicing physician in Brighton, a
small village in Korth England, A contemporary of Cwen, King is
believed to have rendered service to the movement since during
the years, 1828-1820, he published a small pamphlet entitled
"The Cooperator." The contents presented King’s philosophy of
cooperation to the reader and suggested means by which
cooperatives might be established. King’s philosophy was not
,.
'
.
,
.
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embellished by philanthropic features as was that of Owen's.
V.S.Alanne terms King "the father of British Cooperation,
in his work, "Fundamentals of Consumer Cooperation." (1)
Both King and Gwen had long championed and aided the
n
worker whom they told "to own the machines." With the paramount
issue being to obtain the ownership of the machines, 27 men
and one woman started to save all the money that they could.
They called their organi zation "The Enui table Society of
Rochdale lioneers." In 1844, one year following their formation,
they had saved $140. The sum was too meagre to purchase a factory
but suffieent to open end conduct a store. A basement room was
rented in an old warehouse on a street called Toad lane. The
first stock consisted of sugar, butter, meal, and candles. Cn
the evening of December 71, 1844, the first cooperative store
opened. (2)
The object of much skepticism and ridicule, at the end
of the first year the Pioneers had done $3,500 worth of
business. Its membership had increased to ’4 and its capital had
risen to $900. In 1851 they had purchased their first factory,
a flour mill. Two years later they had acouired a shoe factory,
and in 1855 they had possession of a cotton and a woolen mill,
as well.
The hopes and dreams of these 28 original workers
beeh realized, but not exactly in the manner that they had
planned. It was their idea that the workers would own the
1. Alanne
,
V. S
.
,
"Fundamentals of Consumer Cooperation.
Porthem States Cooperati ve he ague
. 1936. p.9.
2. Ency c lopae di a Britanni ca. --Op. Ci t.
—
p.383.
had
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factory. However, not all the Pioneers were weavers or mill-
hands. Their ownership of their stores and factories was not
"based on the fact that they were workers, hut on the basis that
they were consumers who were to use the goods that were being
sold and produced. As such it was baroader and more inclusive
than ownership by workers ss it was ownership by consumers.
It is not the history of the Rochdale licheers that
interests us so much as it is the principles which they
founded their organization on. The principles that they
formulated and applied in a practical way have come to be
recognized as fundamental. The success of the movement throughou
the world is largely founded upon them. they are: (1)
1. Each member shall have one vote and
no more. Membership is open.
2 . Capital invested in the society, if
it receives interest shall receive
not more than a fixed percentage.
The rate to be established by vote
of the members.
3. If a surplus saving "profit" accrues,
by virtue of the difference between net
cost and the net selling price of
commodities and services, after
meeting expenses, paying interest,
(wages to capital), and setting aside
reserve and other funds, the net
surplus saving shall be used for the
good of the members, for beneficent
social purposes, or shall be returned
to the patrons as savings returns
(dividends) in proportion to their
patronage
.
All cooperative societies in Denmark have not adhered
strictly o these principles, but have expanded, abolished, and
1. Warbasse, James leter, Cooperative Democracy
.
Hew York: The MacMillan Company. 1923. Moof'' l. p.22.
.,
f
.
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varied them according to their needs. Basically, the principles
have teen utilized cs the fundamentals of organization, however
xhe Rochdale Pioneers "believed in Democracy as is seen
in that they invited all to join and gave each member one vote
irrespective of the number of shares of stocl: that he held. To
maintain democratic control each v ember has one vote
regardless how large a sum of money he has invested. (1) This
differs noticeably from the rule followed in the ordinary type
of business enterprise. In the latter type of organization a
man who possesses 50 shares of stock usually has 50 votes while
the man with one share has one vote. Under such a system the
money "talks", whereas under a cooperative system the control
is passed into the hands of the members with money less
influential.
The cooperatives also vary in principle with the corp-
oration in the matter of interest. In ordinary business
the reward of capital is fluctuating, not fixed. It rises or
falls as do the profits or losses of the business. Speculation
prevails and oft ntimes a high rate of interest is real 4 zed on
the investment. The cooperative idea is one of fixed rates of
interest. Capital is rewarded with only a minimum rate of
interest.
A cooperative system seeks to operate at cost, and anj^
surplus is turned back to the members as a patronage dividend.
This dividend is determined according to the amount of the
1. Hall, F.
,
and Watkins, W.P., "Cooperation
Manchester: Cooperative Union
,
Ltd., 1954
TT
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purchases made by the member during the year. In some instances
dividends are returned in the form of services or social
I
benefits. The Belgian societies have erected recreation
centers, libraries, nurseries, and hospitals for their members.
The main po~'nt is that the surplus belongs to the members and
they have the opportunity of deciding by vote how it shall be
treated.
'These principles as set up by the Rochdale lioneers
are still adhered to in most sections and societies. However,
there are other methods which are also commonly adhered to. They
are as follows: (1)
1. There shall be unlimited membership.
Bo reason serves to exclude any
person from membership except that
his enrollment might be injurious
to the welfare of the society,
2
.
A cooperative society shall be
composed of individuals who
voluntarily join the organization.
3. Business is conducted on a cash basis.
4. A certain percentage of the surplus savings
shall be used for educational purposes
in the field of cooperation.
5. Religious and political neutrality
will exist.
6. Beginning with the distribution or the
rendering of service to the members, the
society shall aim to expand its business
to unite with other societies, to produce
the things which the members need, and finally
to secure access to raw materials.
All societies expect that their members will support
them in any venture that they might enter. It is also expected
1. Warbasse, James leter, — Cp. Cit.--p.15.
,— r~r
—
"that these members will Mid themselves to the society by the
investment of some of their capital, if the need of such
capital should arise.
} 1’rospect've members who do not possess the capital to
pay for initial stock may be allowed to join the society, and
may allow the savings-re turns accruing from their patronage
to be applied to the payment of their shares. In brief, a person
may trade with the society and at the end of the business year
when he receives his share of the surplus he can apply it to his
debt. At each inventory depreciation is charged off against the
property of the society. The ultimate aim is to supply such
needs of the members as a social organization can supply. It
seeks to attain to the control of production, to encourage
membership, to promote and to aid other societies, and to create
national organizations in all the cooperative nations, further
they seek to establish an international organization having the
same common purpose.
xhe importance of the Rochdale l 4 oneers is not in the
fact that they founded, anything new. Cooperative societies
utilizing one or more of the principles which they adopted
had existed before the advent of these weavers. The essence of
their contribution lies in the fact that they combined the
principles and methods which time and the development of the
piovement have proven to be essential to the success of the
w system of cooperatives.
The Danish cooperatives maintain themselves on these
fundamentals. Variations are founded on experience, but on
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the whole the Rochdale principles with, their "broad, democratic
"background prevail. (1)
The Danish system, and it "s true of all the
II Scandinavian countries as well, emphasizes a democratic form
of organization. Since the format- on of the first cooperative
society many others hev
o
1 1owe d and their formation has "teen
motivated "by a desire on the part of the cooperators to r^
d
themselves of didactic middle-men. Monopolistic practices and
demands on the part of private organizations resulted in the
organization of a cooperative purchasing society in the 189Q T s,
High prices forced the cooperators to form their own agency,
and in 1916 this society had 830 local "branches with 40,000
members. In the same manner the attempts of private dealers in
1915 to "bind purchasers to five and ten year buying contracts
resulted in the establishment of the Danish Cooperative Manure
Supply.
Regardless of ’"hat type of cooperative organization the
Danes conduct or form they build their background on a firm
democratic foundation. Each member regardless of the s^ze of his
investment has the same rights and status as any other. The
ability of the societies to maintain this liberal spirit has had
v/cK
to do with the success of the movement in this small
country.
>
1. I eel, Roy V., Consumers’ Cooperation in the Scandinavian
Countries.” Philadelphia: The Annals. Vol.191. May. 1937.
p. 172.

Origins of the Cooperative Movement in Denmark.
The origins of the cooperative movement in Denmark
were economic in nature. In the 1870 T s and. 80 T s Danish
agriculture faced collapse and ruin due to the loss of foreign
markets and the increasing competition offered hy the American
and Argentine wheat fields. (1) Wheat had declined in value to
the point where the farmers were unable to maintain a standard
of living. It was cheaper for them to hut the foreign grain
than it was for them to grow their own.
Denmark was the most sorely affected of the countries,
for its agriculture was mainly concerned, with grains. The
products of the foreign wheat fields forced the price of corn
below that of the marginal corn production of the entire
European producing countries. 2 rices fell consistently from year
to year, and the situation became more serious annually. Many
of the European nations increased tariffs in order to protect
their own farmers, but Denmark did not take such action.
Fortunately, the Danish agriculturists proved themselves
mobile, intelligent, adaptable, and cooperative. Instead of
wheat, new products were adopted--butter
,
bacon, and. eggs. The
Danish peasant fully realized thathhe must turn to other products
to solve his problems. Cattle and pigs were bred. The corn was
used for fodder and the new products were exported to a lucrative
European market. The following chart shows the change that took
place
:
.,
,
,
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Year Cattle Butter Bacon Swi ne
1866-70 52.2 4.9 • 44.6
1871-75 67.0 10.6 7. 105.6
1876-81 98.7 13.
5
4.7 212.7
1881-85 108.8 15.3 7.9 287-jl
1886-90 110.8 30.7 24. 135.1
1891-95 105.9 51.6 41.3 135.7
1896-1900 57.4 57.4 64.9 .07
Units: 1,000.
The facility and. speed, with which they adapted, themselve
to the crisis is largely due to the work of Bishop G-rundtvig.
lorn of a nolle family and destined for the ministry he was
awarded ly the King of Denmark, a scholarship that enabled him
to travel to Lngland. It was in this country of which he became
so fond that the Danish poet, e dr cat or, and historian developed
his theory of education.
The existant system of education in Denmark, 1820-50,
was deplored by the Lutheran minister as inefficient, privileged
in character, and. dominated by foreign influence. He termed, the
schools "schools of death", and "black schools." In his
interpretation he saw Latin and German as the focal points of
instruction. Always a patriot and a lover of Danish customs, he
ad.vocated the return of emphasis to the Danish language
,
culture,
and folklore. Texts and examinations he regarded as useless, and.
in opposition to the real aim of education.
Grundtvig proposed a new system which was characterized
by liberalism and socialization. (2) The old methods were to be
1. Begtrup, Kolger; Lund, Hans; L.anniche, Jeter, The Folic Hi gh
Schools of Denmark and the Development of a Farm! ng
Community
.
London: Oxford Univ ers 1 ty I re s s . 1 §2 6 . p . 7
.
2. Childs, Marquis W.
,
Sweden
,
The Middle Way
.
Hew Haven: Yale Unive rs i ty Press. 1936. p.133.
s
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,
.
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discarded, and supplanted by a new organization in which the
teacher was all- important. Persistent in his "belief that
education is of value only when tied in with life experiences
he favored making the school as much like life as possible. The
imagination, interests, and needs of the pupils were to he part
of his scheme rather than intellect the sole concern.
In brief, Grundtvig T s aim was to vitalize the
educational pursuits of the child, making them purposeful and
living rather than a prescribed dry curriculum.
Beneath this theory was the mind of a social reformer
whose ambition was to release the peasants from the bondage
of tenancy-serfdom. Grundtvig sought to create a better standard
of living for them by improving their methods of farming and
cattle raising by mailing them more conscious of such progressive
methods. The only way that the peasants could accomplish this
would be by education. Such a desire and goal accounts 4’or the
liberality and radicalism which marked his proposed system. (1)
26
The advocation of such a system made Grundtvi g a crusader
who had few eguals in the greater part of Europe. Fostering the
conscious elevation of rights; economic, political, cultural,
and social; and supporting the rightfulness of the unprecedented
Grundtvig championed the cause of the lower class whose cause
was not taken up by many during that period. Ee was a pioneer
in that he believed in the ability and right of the people to
live
.
Such a radical theory was the object of much rebuke
1. Campbell, Clive lame. The Danish Folk School.
New York: The Mack illan Co,
,
1928
.
p.36.
—,
,
,
•
•
,
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and criticism. Those who had enjoyed the benefits of the
privileged type of education afforded in Denmark opposed and
scorned his plea for the cause of the working classes. To these
critics Grundtvig had an adequate reply: (1)
"If education is organized as if every one
was to he an officer or gentlemen of leisure, the
entire reople will d’e of hunger. It is not a
Question of what will he serviceable for the
officials or leisure class, hut for those who
will he neither the one nor the other. Our aim
must he to provide a liberal education which will
make the whole people fit for their work and happy
in their situation The aim of the schools
should he to fill the gap between the educated
and the uneducated, to bridge the boundless
abyss which the hierarchy, the aristocracy,
and the Latin schools have built between almost
the entire on the one side and the handful of
the so-called educated and enlightened on the
other.
"
Like many philosophers Grundtvig did not launch his
scheme. The practical wor2< fell on his disciples. During h^ s
greatest years, 1830-50, the Danish philosopher had gathered
around him a large number of followers. It was one of these,
•Gris ten hold, who put the plan into effect. (2) Son of a poor
shoe-maker, hold was a resourceful and practical man. In 1851
he founded the first People’s High School which was imbued with
the views of his idol. The capital was supplied mostly from his
own private funds although Grundtvig is reported to have
contributed. At the outset the new school struggled for its
existence and had a small enrollment. Within a dece.de the school
1. Cooley, E.S., "Bishop Grundtvig and the People’s High
Schools." Educations.! Review, December, 1914.
2. Begtrup, — Op. Cit.
—
p.134
..
.
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Ihad built up the enrollment and had established a fine
reputation. Other schools followed in other parts of the
Kol£ himself, was a fine teacher and capable of
exerting tremendous influence over his pupils
,
stressing
that "noble minds can vet mil" cows."
28
conntry
to them
The People 1 s High Schools .
This type of high school which was later copied by
both Norway and Sweden is most comparable to our private school.
It is owned and administered by one person or man who is usually
the principal as well. The principals of these schools are
usually considered to be prime factors in the success of the
school. They appoint all teachers and his Institution (the
principal’s) is burdened only by a minimum of local, state, and
land taxes. The teacher whose greatest asset is the confidence
of the pupils is restricted neither by the statenor by the local
trustees. There are no fixed scholarship ranges.
,J
-he enrollment is predominantly agricultural. The
presence of the pupils is voluntary, based on private initiative
rather than compulsion. The stress is on a broad, liberal, and
extensive education which is designed to ecuip the pupils for
life rather than any specialized line of endeavor as is found
in the agricultural colleges.
-Lhe schools are not for children, but for mature
youths, none less than twenty years of age, and many ranging
students range between and 60 years. Two semesters are the
usual procedure. A short one consisting of three months is given
for women in the summer and a longer one of five months is
.5 ^
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offered for the men in the winter, thus not interfering with the
farming duties of the males.
1
'he classroom procedure is very informal, hut the day
long. (1) The emphasis is on Danish history and culture. The
normal day T s routine is comprised of lectures, recitations,
singing, recreation, reading, and study hours. The pupil-teacher
relationship is very close, and in may respects the outstanding
feature of the institution, many of the pupils are attracted to
the school because of the reputations of the teachers and prin-
cipal as well.
A study of education related to the Cooperative Lovemen
was made in 1925 by C.F. Strickland with reference to the needs
of India. The work entitled, "Studies in European Cooperation,"
interpreting the xeople’s High Schools said: (2)
"The object is not to impart information but to
awaken the young adult mind; to teach the
young man (or woman) to use his eyes and ears, to
understand, what he sees and hears, to wish to
understand and know. ..The pupils discuss
questions on which a teacher or one of their own
number has read a thesis, or hold debates,
sometimes in the form of a mimic parliament. The
functions of the teacher are to evoke, stimulate,
and. guide their thought, not to instill his knowledge
into his pupils... He aims rather at eouipping them as
men and citizens to play an intelligent and patriotic
part in their daily life. Hence they examine the
administration of their village or county, the
constitution of the provincial and national
govBrament, and the lav/s whi eh affect themselves
in their normal occupations
.
Their education has that
rural bias and rural atmosphere which so many
nations desire, and so few are able to create. The
finished pupil neither leaves his country nor his
village; he returns to his farm and cultivates the
land... In regard to the teachers the report states
1. Hegtrup, — Cp. Cit.
—
p.llZ-.
2
. C . v
1
.
Stri ckland
,
"Studies in European Cooperation."
India: Government Printing, Volume 2. pp. 178-181.
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their moving force is patriotism, and the
feeling of "brotherhood guides their wor 1 .
‘inhere are no marks or examinations, though a
certificate is usually given to the pupil
at the end of his course. The schools are
subject to a periodical state examination
since they receive a state grant, but it is
left to the nation to estimate their value,
and a school which does not inspire will
lapse for pupils.. .The fees of a high school
for a winter course will be from 10 kroner
to 100 kroner ($2.70-$27.00). The fees are
received by the schools not by the
governemnt
. .
. The charge for board and
lodging may be 40 to 50 kroner monthly ($10.80-
13.50). Roughly speaking a pupil may pay
70 or 80 ( $18. 90-$21. 60 ) in all per mensum. The
expenses of the school consist of rent,
maintenance of buildings, the pay of teachers,
school apparatus, and light, and fuel.”
The aid that the high schools receive from the state
is an amount eaual to about one-half the sum of the teachers’
salaries. It is considered an indirect grant to provide for
pupils' fees. In 1930-33, 3,5°0 students at the high schools
and agricultural schools were supported by the state, the
state grants to these schools being about 1,300,000 kroner, (l)
kethods of study in these schools may be likened to a
seminar of post-graduate students in that it is the phase of
A eri can education to which it corresponds most closely. The
only restriction being that the American post-graduate student
must face periodic examinations and also utilizes texts.
The course at the Ryslinge Folk Eigh School is as
follows
:
(School for men, November-April, 1913).
1. Howe, Frederic Clemson, --Op, Cit.--p.131

Subjects Hr. Subjects. TT*v*qj- >-> 0
Danish and Composition
" History
Farm accounting
General history
Geography
Natural Science
Danish and Literature
Drawing and Surveying
a) 24 hours in all.
When one investigates the work and character of these
high schools he can well imagine how such a literal rather than
specialized education has enabled the farmers ”tp progress I r?
agriculture; in the breeding of cattles; and in the cultivation
of turnips; as well as to join in the cooperative farming.” (1)
It was with such a background that the Danish farmers
were able to adapt themselves to the economic crisis that
confronted them in 1380. Approximately 7 of the leaders of
the farmers had attended at some time during the preceding 550
rears some one of the schools. Because of their training, these
leaders were able to organi ze and unite the other members of
their occupation. Behind this new and swift reorganization were
brains, leadership, and an unselfish pub 1 i u spirit. Grundtvig’s
schools had inspired their proteges with energy, initiative,
and idealized labor. The plan had given to the workers a broad
background of common feeling and spirit which enabled them to
cope with the situation and to turn to new products in order to
avoid economic collapse.
1. Boje, Andreas; Borup, Ernst J; ,Rutzebach, Eolger.
Education in Denmark, pp. 37-88.
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6
Constitutional law,
and jurisprudence
Agri cultural
Sconomi cs
Gymnast i cs
a) Writing
Book-keeping
Lecture and language
each evening.
English, special
instruct! on.

The Cooperative Movement came to Denmark when the
agricultural classes faced certain ruin. It was an economic
necessity that they adopt some new methods and crops in order
that they might exist. The agricultural classes met the challenge
and not only utilized the cooperative idee,, hut in so doing raise
themselves to a political, social, and economic status whi eh
they had thought too ambitious a station to even hope to attain.
d
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Todajr, the agricultural class that gave impetus to the
movement represents the focal point and strength of the
movement. The urban areas have been slow to take to the movement
and it is only wi hin the last score of years that t’- ese areas
have adopted it.
The various types of cooperative societies represent
schools of political and economic self-government. Many of the
^embers of such organizations have made use of their training
in this environment and gone on to become legislators. They have
been drawn into parliament in large numbers and the political
record that they have made is a justification of their presence.
Denmark was the pioneer Scandinavian state in the
cooperative movement. All authori ties attribute the rapid
progress that they have made to the influence of the folk High
Schools, but it can also be accredited to the leadership of such
men as Hold, Sonne, and Ulrich.
Although economic in origin it has become a strong
factor politically and socially due to the presUge it has
brought to the agricultural class.
.=
,
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Cooperative Dairying
The cooperative dairying industry was launched in
Hjedding, West Jutland, in IBS 2 ly a young dairyman and two
farmers. (1) Assembled by the dairyman who was to show the
best means of manufacturing butter, the farmers were convinced
a better grade of butter and a better means of marketing their
product would result if they pooled their milk and formed an
association. As a result such an organization was formed.
The rules that were formulated for the society were
to become the pattern for many subsequent organizations
.
These
rules embodied the following Irinciples:
1. Comrion risks for members combined with
joint liability.
2. Division of trading surpluses or profits
according to the amount of milk delivered
to the dairy.
?. Equal voting rights for all, regardless
of proportion of capital invested in
s hare s
.
4. Free admission to membership.
These ideas which were founded on the Rochdale
Irinciples were used not only in the dairy cooperatives, but
subseouently with local variations in most all of the cooperativ
The manner in which these dairies developed is amazing.
n The cooperative dairies," wrote ^r
.
Alfred Poulsen who read a
memorable lecture at the Oxford Summer meeting, August, 1894,
es
1. Eegtrup, — Cp. Cit.
—
p.51
,.
'
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"grew like magic."
In 1890 there were 700 member societies and in 1977
there were 1,402 societies accompanied by a corresponding large
increase in membership.
There are about 206,000 farmers in Denmark. Of this
number 90f> or 192,000 of all producing farmers areir. members of
some society. (1) The membership is largest among those farms
of but a few acres. Their limited size and resources made
them helpless before the rise of the movement. Following its
inauguration they benefitted. Irivileges once confined to large
estate owners are now within their reach.
Irevious to the establishment of these cooperatives
the average farmer had a 70 acre farm with about 8 cows. His
yield was 780 gallons of milk or 110 pounds of butter. On the
market, as conducted by the private agencies, he would receive
about nine or ten cents a pound for his butter. The quantity
of butter averaged per farm rose from 880 pounds to 2,200
pounds with the full market price of almost double the former
figure being paid.
"'oday, of the annual milk produced in Denmark is
so done by cooperative dairies. (2) The remainder, for the most
part, is produced by small farmers, most of whom live on the
small islands.
The turnover of the dairy products--butter
,
cream,
1.
Goslin, Hyllis A., The Foreign Policy Associe.t i on
.
New York. Fo.8.1977. p.227.
2. Fncycl opa e di a of the Social Sciences .
Few York:' The Ha civil 1lan Company
.
ol.4. 1971.
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and cheese, in 1932 equalled 465,000,000 kroner or
approximately $117,000,000. Of this volume the cooperative
societies exported 4Sfo of all the "butter, and other da-* ry
products shipped from the country while private dealers handled
the remainder. There are 11 export cooperative societies
representing a membership of 621 dairies. There was attributed
to these societies a volume of turnover eoual to $34,000,000.
The annual increase in the amount of butter exported
by these societies is shown b low. Most of this butter is sent
to London. The chart follows: (1)
Year Volume (tons)
1881-85
1911-15
1925-29
1931
Luring the period,
15,630
99,420
141,058
172,000
1900-1914, when the daury societies
were constantly adding new members the number of privately
operated dairies fell from 511 to 212.
Paralleling the rise of the cooperatives in numbers
has been a steady improvement in the quality of their products
as well as in the number of cows per farm. In 1882 there were
899,000 cows; in 1914 there were 1,310,000; and in 1933 there
were 1,799,000. The monopoly that the manor farms once held on
prices and awards was also broken. 1’he medals that are awarded
at the fairs are most highly regarded by the farmers and until
the cooperatives were formed the large private farms captured
most of them. In 1885 at a national exposition the manor farms
1. Eegtrup, — Op. Cit.--p.52.
.,
.
.
.
.
.
.
Raptured 29 awards while the cooperatives took remaining few. Six
years later at a similar exhibition the cooperatives took all
but the three minor awards. In 1900 they monopolized the meeting
by winning SO?, out of S06 bronze medals, and all the silver
prizes. (1)
The export societies have only a minimum of government
supervision exerted over their activities. For the most part
the government keeps its hands off, policing only the export of
butter. Butter destined for export cannot have more than
water content, and only salt may be used as a preservative.
The export societies are federated and ship all their
[products through a central agency in Copenhagen. ( 2 ) Forei gn
offices ere maintained in London, the destination of the greater
portion of Danish dairy products. The societies are all equipped
with the most modern machinery.
The Society for Collective Purchase of Danish Creameries
is organized for the purpose of buying eouipment, machinery,
and supplies for the member dairies.
The dairy societies have im] roved the status of their
members greatly. They are now assured of a market for their
products at prices far in advance of those formerly paid for
their products. The Danish dairy products have won a world-wide
market and reputation for quality.
l.Eowe, — Op. Cit.--p.95.
2. Denmark, 1957.
Copenhagen : Published by The Royal Danish 1'inistry for
Foreign Affairs and The Danish Statistical Department. p.79.
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The Egg Cooperatives.
>
>
Until the egg cooperatives were established about 1890,
the situation of the Danish poultrvmen was similar to that cf
tbeir fellow producers, like the dairy farmers the egg producers
were dependent on the middlemen and agents. Under tils
arrangement the farmer sold his eggs to the agents of the
middlemen who made periodic v r si.ts to the farms. Oftentimes these
middlemen would store eggs in anticipation of better prices
in the London markets where most of the eggs were sold. It was
because of this inclination to speculate that the cooperatives
resulted. While waiting for a better price the middlemen had in
their storage quarters thousands of dozens of eggs. During this
period of storage many eggs staled. When the market price was to
their liking these eggs were sold and many were unfit for use.
The blame for this condition f 11 on the farmers and resulted in
a curtailment of orders. In order to cope with the situation they
appealed to the private dealers for a settlement and reorganizati
pf the present system. However, their demands fell on deaf ears
and received little consideration. As a result they formed their
own society.
Rigid rules were put into effect and standardized
procedures installed. Societies enforced the rules religiously
in order to maintain a high standard of quality and service. The
society collects, grades, and stores the eggs for the
individual members. Each district and society has a distinctive
on
»c
trade-mark in order that products of each area may he
distinguished. Also each farmer has a distinguishing stamp which
he places on all of the eggs that he sends to the society, (l)
Farmers who are found guilty of violation of any of the
lav/s especially that of marketing stale eggs are subjected to
a substantial fine. Repeat offenders are usually dismissed from
membership. Such rigidly enforced rules have resulted in better
products and reputation for the Danish farmers.
In 1895 an export society was formed with its head-
quarters in Copenhagen. The society is nationwide in its
organization with branches located in all sections of the country
or nation. (1) It also supports several offices in London,
the chief market for the Danish dairy products. Regular
collections of the eggs are made and they are sent to Copenhagen.
e o
Er>e
,
in the main plant they are candled, graded, pac' ed, and
exported. The farmer receives a certain portion of his payment
:Ln advance on the classification of his eggs, and when the year’s
surplus is divided he obtains a percentage based on the number
of eggs he shipped to the society.
The development of the cooperatives met with the
strenuous objection of the middlemen, and for a, time there was
bitter feeling between the two factions. (?) Despite the
opposition the nev/ societies maintained themselves and continued
L.Eowe, --Cp. Cit.
—
p.89.
Childs, --Op. Cit.—p. 141.
3. Ibid,
—
p. 14?.
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on a policy of expansion. The cooperatives received letter
prices and thus forced the private dealers to change their
methods
.
At the present time the egg cooperatives have not
succeeded in controlling their industry to the extent that their
predecessors, the dairymen and husbandmen, have. They control
& 1 out 255* of the volume of export trade, the larger portion
still being in the hands of private concerns. On the other hand
they have had sufficent influence to break the monopolistic
control once held by the middlemen. They have succeeded in raising
the price of their products because of the high standards
demanded of their members.
Enlaa-ted in the Egg Export Society are 7^0 branch
orgaiii zations
.
Subject to severe fines and possible dismissal
the societies must always maintain a fine standard, Ihe surplus
which is divided annually is usually split in two wavs. One
half is given _ o the members while the other half is kept in the
society as a reserve for working capital.
By 1908 the Export Society had a reserve of $50,000
and had paid off all it? original loans. This society now
comprises a membership of 45,000 people, (l)
In their first years the egg societies had difficulties
within their organizations as well as with, the outside dealers.
Earmers looked upon their eg :<?s as a by-product and of
secondary importance. Their chief concern was with the poultry
and as a result they looked upon any returns from the eggs as
"pocket-money? He was unaware of his position and did not know
l'. Howe, —Op. Cit.--p.89.
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whether he was getting the test possible price for his eggs.
Conseouently
,
any priced sufficed. Any private dealer if surporl
"by a town concern was able to traverse the country offering
temporarily higher prices
-until the new societies were
crushed. The chief difficulty in Denmark was hot to sell the
eggs, but rather it was to obtain in sufficent cuantity the
number of eggs required to fill the export trade demand. Despite
this opposition the cooperatives maintained their course.
Farmers adopted a new attitude and raised their poultry for the
e ~gs
.
Throughout the period of the cooperative egg societies
the number of fowl has increased consistently. In 1-99.3 there
were 5,900,000 fowl; in 1914 there were 15,100,00 and in 1933
the number had Jumped to 06,608,000.
The Dansk-Andels-Aeg-Export (Danish Cooperative Egg
Export Society) is responsible to a large extent for the success
of the cooperative societies. (1) The relatively small size
and limited facilities of the majority of the societies has
stressed the need of centralization. Expert sale is needed for
the merchanting of the eggs., but the districts are not of
suitable size to pay for experts. x'he central organization
releases the farmer from those obligations of selling which for
the most part the average farmer is untrained. Such a systematic
organization has brought better prices to the farmers. Irevious
to the establishment of such cooperatives "the farmer received a
fixed price for his his eggs. This price was lowered or better,
his returns were cut into by the high costs of transportation.
1. Denmark, --Op. Cit.
—
p.81.

^ow the society collects and markets his eggs and above this
improved service gives him a letter price than he ever
received previously, notorized fleets of society owned trucks
canvas the country periodically, usually this operation is
weekly, collecting the eggs which in turn must he classified
and packed. They are then shipped ^rom the export headquarters
in Copenhagen to the mar'ets.

Heat backing Cooperatives.
The meat packing cooperatives of Denmark are
exempli f ed in the "bacon cooperatives and the slaugheSr-houses
.
In Europe slaughter-houses are owned by municipalities as well
as hy private individuals. The United States and England are
the only countries where slaughtering is done solely in private
plants unless some of the South American countries do. (1) In
this country the slaughter-houses are located in centralized
areas such as Omaha and Chicago. The plants represent large
investments of private capital with control in the hands of a
small number of firms. American authorities assert that it is
impossible for the by-products of the animals to be utilized
to the fullest extent unless the plants are centralized and
conduct their operations on a large scale. Only by large scale
operations can all the by-products be fully realized, yet the
cooperative bacon factories of Denmark claim that they achieve
this same end. This they do with a decentralized system of
processing.
Prior to the beginning of the movement the Danish
farmers were required to transport their hogs and cattle to
Hamburg. The distance of this market was great, and it was in a
foreign nation. Under such a system the Danish farmer had no
control over the classifying and grading of his li vesto ck.
1 . Howe
,
Op. Cit.
—
p.95.
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Because of the unwholesomeness of such a situation efforts were
ma.de to improve conditions, "but the Danes continued to pay
arbitrary costs.
%
In 1887 the farmers decided to make their own remedy,
and in this same year they established a cooperative bacon
factory. The principles of organization were similar to those
of the other cooperative societies. There was one difference,
however, in that the organizers determined at the outset that
the quality of their bacon would be second to none. Apart from
the personal motive in this last resolution was a been desire to
capture the london market for their product.
It was largely due to P. Bo i sen, owner and principal
of a People’s Hi gh School, that the organization was made
possible. Canvassing the farmers in his own district Boisen
succeeded in signing 1,200 of them to supply 10,000 pigs
annually for a period of 7 years. From this group of farmers
he obtained stock subscriptions from all but approximately
one hundred, and realized a working capital of $35,000. (1)
Similar to the opposition that faced the other societie
the bacon groups met the opposition of the private dealers and
also the unorganized farmers. Moreover, public opinion was at
first ill-disposed towards it, but the societies were able to
overcome these obstacles and prove themselves a success.
In 1900 there were 76 slaughter-houses with a member-
ship of 60,000. Fourteen years later the membership bod r
-1 sen
1. Howe, --Cp. Cit.—p.91.

to 135,000 and the cooperative societies numbered 46. By 1953
there were 60 cooperatives with an enrollment of 179,833. (1)
During this period of growth there was a corresponding
increase in the volume of turnover. The fallowing chart may
give some idea as to the development as compared with the
cooperative dairies: (2)
Coop. Dairies
Coop. Ba.con
Associations &
Societi es
.
1 Q'7'7.
JL j <L) t-s
1,402
60
he inhers
( thou.sands
)
1 0*7 rz
. I X/ *3 t-s
190.
180.
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(million lor.
1933
44 6
.
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The cooperatives became competitors of the private
slaughter-houses and were established in the towns where the
privately operated, houses already existed. By 1934 the number
of cooperative houses had risen to --* -4n 62 and they now
handle 84$ of the bacon prepared for export. The remaining
percentage is handled by the 23 privately owned establishments.
Emerging from the success of the cooperative
slaughter-houses were the establishment of the cooperative
societies for the export of cattle. At the present time these
societies handle 59.5$ of the meat and live cattle that are
shipped from the country.
As a result of this movement the farmer has realized
greater returns. Because of the proximity of the slaughter-
houses the former high costs of transportation have been
1 * Howe
,
—Op • C i t . — —p . 9 .
2. Table from nDenmark-Agri culture
,
TT issued by the Danish
Agricultural Council. 1936.
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abolished. The by-products which he was once unable to capitalize
upon are now his. At the present time he has a consistent
market and enjoys considerable control over it. As organized in
Denmark the cost of a slaughter-house is low in comparison with
the immense outlay of capital required for a similar enterprise
in this country. The average Danish slaughter-house is built
at an estimated cost of about $80,000.
Equipped with all the modem devices and conveniences
the houses are noted for their cleanliness and for them
sanitary conditions. The butchering is done by trained
veterinarians who are licensed either by the state or
municipality.
The hogs are killed by electricity and are paid for
by dead weight according to their classification. Trices are
uniformly fixed throughout the nation. A country-wide f i gure is
set weekly and this scheme has been used since 1988 when it was
first introduced. There is a very high correlation between this
quotation and the market price so that producers receive
practically the full value of their pigs when the live-stock
is delivered. Surpluses accruing during the course of the
year’s business are divided usually on the basis of the number
of pigs delivered. A small reserve is maintained above the
payment of interest, repairs, and operating expenses.
Despite the American idea that by-products can be
fully realized only through large-scale operations the Danish
bacon factories have been most successful along these lines.
Many of the by-products are converted into various cenned com-
==- ---=—
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mo&ities while the edible fats ere refined, large amounts of
the highly regarded Danish lard are exported annual lv
.
The less
valuable by-products are treated in destruction plants Jor the
purpose of making meat meal products and bone meal. (1)
The manner In which the movement has expanded, may be
grasped from the following charts which show the number of pigs
in Denmark and also the amount of bacon exported, to England
by the cooperative slaughter-houses.
Year Number of Tigs
1888 771,000
1914 2,497,000 •
1932 4,826,000
1933 4,3^0 900
Year Bacon Exported (kilos )
1888 45,000,000
1914 147,000,000
1932 384,000,000
1933 280,000,000
The central organization of the bacon cooperatives is
located in the capital of the country, Copenhagen. Its branches
in addition to being scattered throughout Denmark are also
located in England, The reason for the societies sponsoring
agencies in the latter country is obvious as the English are
the greatest purchasers of Danish bacon.
The Danish Company limited which is situated with its
head office in London is the cooperative agency of the
organization. This company with affiliated agencies throughout
the British Isles handles 30?& of the total volume of Danish
1. Danish Foreign Office Journal.
Copenhagen: January. 1939. pp.4-6.

"bacon imported "by England. (1)
Its merchandising organization is vast, comprising
depots, offices, curing factories, rotor trucks, and also
motor vessels, The export agency is owned hy 27 cooperative
"bacon factories which also handles the products of other
factories. The "bacon is transported r'rom Denmark to the
importing nation "by fleets of refrigerator vessels.
1. Howe, --Op. Cit.--p.95.

Danish Cooperative Purchase and Sale Societies.
The development of agricultural enterprises following
the launching of the cooperative movement increased the demand
among the farmers for many articles which previously they had
done without or else had crddely provided for themselves. Such
things as equipment, machinery, seed, chemicals, and feeding-
s tuffs now became necessities. Improved ma.chdnery was sought as
well as better types of feeds and fertilizers. A decade la.ter
the import into Denmark of chemicals for the manufacture of
manures was rapidly increasing.
This development affected the farmers and at the same
time made new demands on the merchants. Jr' or to the appearance
of the cooperatives, the merchants had dealt in grains and had
acquired a keen knowledge of these products. They were now asked
to fill a new kind of demand.
The farmers asked them to supply feeding-s tuffs
,
machinery, s ed, and manures. As a result, many of the merchants
who knew li tie concerning the character of such goods were ofte
defrauded when they made purchases abroad. The loss on the part
of the merchants subsequently led to loss on the part of the
farmers. If because of the merchants’ lack of knowledge, or
sometimes his dishonesty, the farmer purchases inferior seeds o
manures the results of such poor grades cannot be seen until
later. The effects are seen in meagre harvets, appearing too
late to be remedied, and in losses much heavier than the cost

of the seed, liany merchants made a practice of such unscrupulou
sales. Inferior grades of manure and seed were sold possessing
a small percentage of the acti ve sub stance which gave the seed
its reproductive powers. Trices would have been low had the
goods "been of good quality, hut left as they were an undue
profit was being realized by the merchants on these inferior
grades. Unfortunately, the individual small farmer was at a
tremendous disadvantage under such fraudulent conditions as it
is only by expert analysis and examination that such qualities
can be distingui shed. The small farmers found such a system
oppressive. Recurring losses on the part of the small farmers
resulted in their becoming indebted to the merchant and thus
compelled to buy from him at prices which were not allways the
1 owe s t
.
In numerous instances there were cases of systematic
fraud on the part of the dealers. A Bohemian nuarry near -i-rague
is said to have mixed stone powders to such a degree of
accuracy that they resembled the diverse kinds of seed in
texture, color, end size. Such powders were mixed with clover
seed, the latter of which has been known to cone^in as much as
3 Off of what came to be termed "Bohemian mountains." English
adulterations such as the mixture of dead seed, or seed of low
germination were also marketed. Foreign bran was freou.ently
found to be adulterated with chaff, weeds, and mill-dust.
Chemical manures boasting fancy names sold at prices far in
excess of their true worth. While the legi tims.te firms did not
participate in such deplorable practices, even the better firms
'
had difficulties in controlling the goods supplied by
manufacturers and merchants.
The situation was not confined solely to Denmark.
England and Germany as well were also faced with such conditions
It was in England v/here such practices resulted in the formation
of societies for the joint purchase of seed, manures, machinery,
and implements. The oldest society of this kind in England and
possibly in the world, is the Horticultural Association, 1867.
The purpose of these societies was not to buy cheaper, but to
secure a guarantee of the quality of the products purchased.
Denmark’s entrance into the field was tardy in- so- far
as the application of the cooperative principles to joint
purchase is concerned. Such a late entrance may have been due
f <x
to the fact that cooperative dairying societies started restive-
ly early j And started early to purchase feed, seed, and manures
for their members, but not in a cooperative way and not with
the organization: of separate societies for the purchase. In 1869
and 1870 four fairly large societies were established for the
purchase of manures. In the following years a considerable
number of societies for the purchase of seed, feedi ng-s tuffs
,
and similar products were formed, lost of these were small and
only of local importance. Taken as a group they supplied but a
fractional part of the requirements of the farmers. Joint
purchase and distribution on cooperative lines were started at
the end o -'’ the eighties by the establishment of the Cooperative
Wholesale Society and the Ringkobing Wholesale . (1)
1. Encyclopaedia Hri tanrica .—Op. Cit.—p.258.
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What did arouse the farmers to adopt cooperative methods
in the supply of such commodities was due to their interpretation
of the operations and practices of the traders which they saw
as attempts to form a trust. As a means of defeating such an
attempt and at the same time assuring themselves of the means
of getting the goods they sought, they formed cooperative
organizati ons
.
In the middle of the nineties, merchants in Jutland
organized the Jutland Corn and Fee ding-Stuffs Company at
Aarhus. (1) A counter society for the whole of Jutland for the
purchase of feeding-stuffs was proposed hy s. man named B.ierre.
The idea was warmly received and steps taken to organize the
society. Numerous newspaper articles pointed out to the purchase
society that while dairy societies had successfully used the
cooperative system,, it required experienced merchants to huy
and sell and also that a larger capital was required than for
the other cooperatives. The committee was not dismayed and in-
1898 the TT Jutland Cooperative Society for the Purchase of
Fee ding- Stuffs" was formed and located in Aarhus. It opened
operations with 68 local "branches and for the first year had a
volume turnover of 2,716,000 kroner. In 1915 its volume was
61,000,000 kroner. The society in 1916 had 8 C 0 locs.l societies
representing 40,000 members and sustained 7 branch offices in
towns throughout Jutland.
Cooperative dairy societies or other similar societies
1. Denmark, 1927. --Op. Cit.--p.82.
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are accepted as members of this Jutland society, provided they
bind i •hemselves for a period of five years to purchase their
f e eding- s ouffs through the society, lech member signs a contract
in proportion to the number of cows he owns. The rate paid or
the guarantee being figured in terms of his herds.
The local societies are represented at the meetings by
one delegate per 100 members. The general meeting elects a
committee of representatives. In turn this body appoints a
managing director, a treasurer, and elects a board of d-rec'ors.
The members of the society are jointly and severally liable for
the payment of the goods supplied. The surplus is divided
annually on the basis of feeding-stu fs purchased, but before
the fund is distributed is deducted and paid into a sinking
fund.
The Fraien Cooperative Fee ding- Stuffs Company was formed
on similar lines in 1901, at Svendborg. (1) In 1915-16 this
society supplied 40,200 tons of feeding-stuffs
.
It also deals
in coal, seed, and a few other commodities.
Another such society is the Danish Ce operative Dairy
Societies Joint Purchase Society and Engineering ’Yorks which was
organized in 1901. This society which is located in Copenhagen
supplies machinery and implements to cooperative dairies.
Owners of private dairies and cooperative bacon factories can
also become members. However, members are not bound to make
their purchases through the society.
With the growth of Danish agriculture the use of
1. Penmary
t 1957. --Cp. Cit.~p.82.

artificial fertilizers and manures increased greatly and a
joint stock company, the Danish Manure Supply, had gradually
monopolized the trade. (1) In the year 1915 this company issued
notice that all persons desirous of being supplied in the future
must sign a five or ten year contract agreeing to purchase all
their fertilizerss from the company. Widespread indignation
was aroused in Danish agricultural circles and the farmers
decided that the cooperative idea must he utilized ss a means
of breaking such a trust. In December, 1915, and in January,
1916, meetings of representatives of the agricultural societies
and cooperative manure supply societies were called together to
discuss the course of action that should be taken. Another
meeting in July, 1916 convened at Cdense and 871 delegates
representing num- rous agrarian societies voted unanimously to
organize the "Danish Cooperative Manure Supply Society." The
start of the society was deferred until 1917 due to the
World War.
The members of the society are local societies which as
Qualifications for membership in the main body must have at
least ten cooperators and an open membership. Each local society
is required to send to the central society: a. an agreement
signed personally by each of the individual members, binding
them for a period of ten years to purchase all their stocks of
artificial manure from the central society, b. An agreement
signed on behalf of the local society by the members of the
1. Faber, — Op. Cit.—p.128
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board or directors and making them jointly and severally liable
for a guarantee fund corresponding to of the total rateable
value of the farms belonging to the inscribed cooperators,
provided that no cooperator shall be liable beyond an amount
of four kroner an acre.
The liability of the individual members of the local
societies must be limited to this guarantee fund. Each local
society is represented at the general meeting by a single
delegate. The general meeting elects a number of rerresenta t -5 ves
and this body choose their own chairman, board of directors,
appoint managers, and similar officials. Internally, the
members of each local society manage the affairs of the
organi zation.
By 1914 the Cooperative -Manure Supply had 764 member
societies representing 15,000 members. In 1933 the number of
societies had increased to 1,450 with 60,000 members enrolled.
The turnover in millions of kroner in 1914 was 5.3 and in-
1933, 16.1.
Another such purchasing soeiet- was formed ir. 1913,
n The Banish Cooperative Coal Supj:ly. TT The next year it was
still an entity with 465 members. In 1933 it had affiliated
with another society and had increased its enrollment to 6°5.
While it had but 1.1 millions of kroner in 1914, in 1937 it
handled 6.8 millions.
There are various types of purchase cooperative soc-
ieties in Benmark. Those whose dealings are primarily in
agri cultural products have, on the whole, been the most
II
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successful. (1)
Since the country is predominantly an agricultural
nation this success appears plausible. For the most part, tie
societies trading in agricultural products are composed of many
societies with branches extending throughout the country. On
the other hand, the societies are localized and lack the
facilities of the larger organs zati ons
.
They do not have the
large membership which is typical of the larger groups and.
since they are formed to supply a product not nationally
sought, they have tended to remain simple in organization.
1. Encyclopaedia Britannica. --Op. Cit.--p.h5B.
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The Economic Theory of Consumers’ Cooperation.
The absence of a systematized representative economic
theory of consumers’ cooperation makes it imperative that we
examine cooperation in action that we may see the philosophy
underlying the movement.
Cooperation is not built upon a philosophy. It is built
upon experience and ideas which have been tr^ed and found
successful. As a result of this gradual development a
relationship between cooperative practice to capital, profits,
and interest has been established. In Denmark, the contacts
between them is much closer than in other countries.
Writers on consumers’ cooperation, especially in this
country, point out that economists have been guilty of neglect
and of giving too little attention to this social movement. Dr.
James I. Warbasse in the introdticti on to his ’’Cooperative
Democracy” said: (1)
”It is a source of surprise that this
movement is not better known and
understood. There is not onljr a
noteworthy lack of public information
of the accomplishments, but a lack
of unders tending of its theory and
philosophy among many teachers
and students of economic and
sociel philosophy.”
It would be impossible to obtain a valid impression of
the Danish movement without being familiar with the theory
underlying the consumers’ cooperation. There have developed
1. V/arbasse, --Op. Cit.--p.xii.
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in the course of the rise of cooperation a set of attitudes
which are now universally adhered to. Cnee a society deviates
from these attitudes or ideas many of the distinguishing marks
of a true cooperative are lost.
The attitudes which may he thought of as constituting
a philosophy of cooperation include profits, capital, interest,
and several other such considerations. However, it is these
three which are most generally regarded as comprising the
theory.
Capital and Interest
.
Cooperators have never denounced capital. It would he
difficult, if not impossible, for any cooperative to launch
itself without it. Capital is necessary to the cooperative
society, and unless the society possesses a certain cuota it
is unlikely that it will he successfully started.
The modern private corporation is operated and
administered with ultimate profit the objective and as the
present motivating force. Tropic have become shareholders
because they have hopes of receiving dividends or else the
opportunity of selling their shares at some future time and at
higher prices. Cooperators oppose this type of financial
practice. The money that the members invest or loan to a
society is repaid, but repaid at a definite rate of interest.
The fact that the return is limited places the investor in a
position more comparable to that of a bond-holder rather than
a shareholder. The influence and pressure that capital may
exert is further limited by giving each but one vote regardless
,>
*
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of the number of shares that a member may possess. A person may
own 100 shares, but his voting power is still restricted to one
vote. (1)
Capital is also restricted in that the number of
shares that one person may own is limited. This practice is not
adhered to throughout Denmark, but it does exist in some of the
societies. This restriction is designed to make it impossible
for any group of stock-holders to d' s solve the company by
demanding the return of their principal. In the event of
Withdrawal of membership, a society usually buys back the
shares at the price paid for them originally.
Under such a system capital is a factor of production
which is fixed and paid for at a definite rate. Its influence
is restricted.
Profits
.
G-oods handled by the cooperatives are sold at the
prevailing market prices and the surplus or net prof i ts ( excluding
all necessary expenses and reserves) is returned to the members
in proportion to the individual purchases for the year. (?)
»
The Danes rega.rd patronage as one of the causes of the success
of the movement because it rewards each member directly and
according to his loyalty to the society. The fact that the
surpluses are divided annually acts as a stimulus in causing
the members to trade at the stores since they not only purchase
1. Albrecht, Arthur E., "Economic Theory of Consumers’
Cooperation." Philadelphia: The Annals . Vol. 191 .Lay , 19
r
v.p.l 17
.
2. Warbasse, --Op. Cit.--p.22.
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the goods at the best market prices, but they receive an annual
division of the net profits.
There is a sound economic principle underlying this
practice. The accumulation of vast surpluses and reserves is a
dangerous and hazardous habit. It may result in waste and
extravagance, and in general, unsound procedure. Too large a
proportion of reserves may lead to a wasteful expansion or a
poor policy in general.
Consumers’ cooperation differs most widely from
private business in its attitude towards capital, interest, and
profits. A common misunderstanding is that cooperation seeks
to abolish capital. This it does not, and furthermore, it
would be extremely difficult for it to accomplish such an aim.
It seeks to use capital, but differs from corporate business
practices in that it pays for the capital at a fixed rate of
interest. Cn the other hand it is definitely in opposition to
capital in that it opposes capital for the enrichment of
owners and investors
.
In the cooperative terminology profits are not
considered TTprofits.” Rather they are considered to be
"over-charges” which rightfully belong to the consumer. Many
cooperators seek to abandon the term "profits" and use "residue"
instead. The return, the consumers would consider as "patronage
returns" rather than a division of profits. (1)
The cooperator seeks to shift the emphasis that is now
1. Albrecht , --Op . Cit.—p.24
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centered around the producer to the consumer. In those nations
where cooperation is chiefly concerned with the consumer the
ease with which this may he achieved is obvious. Yet in Denmark
where the producers 1 societies originated vr th the greatest
strength it is difficult to view such a rapid adaptation.
However, this school as exemplified by Irofessor Gide, famous
French economist, belieVes that the present economy is
crumbling and that it is being rebuilt by two types of
non-profit organizations— on the one hand the political state
and on the other the voluntary, non-political organization
of the people in the cooperative movement.
Warbasse believes consumer cooperation to be a practice,
wording method which is reorganizing society on a voluntary
basis. To him, cooperation is a factor moving towards an
entirely different and future society. He sees cooperation as
an evolutionary method, making use of private property, and
democracy in order o build a new society based on mutual aid,
individual discipline, and personal responsibility. (1)
Host economists appear ready to admit the defects of
our present system, but perhaps they agree with Irofessor
Seligman that the capitalistic order is sti"l in its youth. The
troubles and difficulties which the capitalistic order is now
passing through are thought of as ngrowing pains n rather than
fatal. ( 2
)
1. Warbasse, in Introduction to Professor Gide’s Consumers’
Cooperative Societies.
2. Albrecht, — Cp. Cit.—p.27
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The huh of the question is not hinged on any
denunciation of capitalism, hut rather it is the problem of
cooperators to demonstrate the validity of their movement by-
launching a system of successful projects, (l) Capitalism is
probably sufficently flexible and broad to allow cooperation to
work within its confines in this country, In-so-far as Denmark
is concerned, cooperation has worked in many industries or
lines of endeavor. In several instances it has supplanted
private enterprise, but only in a limited number of instances
has it driven such enterprisers out entirely,
Regardless of what country we may investigate as a
means of determining the underlying theory of cooperation we
shall find that the above principles concerning profits,
capital, and interest hold. Naturally, variations do exist,
but for content and for basic fundamentals these hold.
1, Johnston, Clem D. , "A Business Man’s View of Consumer
Cooperatives." Philadelphia: The Annals .Vol. 191. May, 1937.
pp. 186-191.
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Organization of the
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Societies.
Rochdale Principles.
The Rochdale Principles as they were previously
outlined prevail in the main, hut with, local variations.
Denmark holds fait to the fundamental of democratic control,
quality goods a.nd services, ca.sh transactions, end. n own
capital." While the principles affirm "no credit," certain
municipal institutions a.s hospitals have been permitted to open
accounts as a means of facilitating business. The Rochdale
Principles, although the underlying basis of organization, have
been altered in accordance with local needs. Cn the whole they
are strictly adhered to. Especially in-so-far as f ere content
and spirit is concerned.
i.'embershj p
,
Any person is eligible for membership in the societies
unless it is deemed that his presence in the societies will be
detrimental to the group. Denmark, like Norway, requires
formal acceptance of applications before permitting the prospects
to trade at the cooperative stores. (1) The societies seek to
protect themselves "by allowing entrance to membership only those
people who appear trustworthy and dependable. A cooperative
store requires the support of its members in order that it may
1. Peel, — Op. Cit.--p.173.
1,
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maintain its solvency. It expects that the members will
patronize the society In any line of endeavor in which it may
operate. As a result, all prospective members are carefully
scrutinized before final acceptance is made.
In the United States many cooperatives have failed
because of inefficient management, but equally impressive
numbers have found it necessary to close their d; crs because of
lack of support on the part of the members.
Capital.
The capital of the society is contributed by the
members who purchase shares in the organization. In many
instances the number of shares that a member may possess is
limited. (1) The practice is precautionary. It seeks to prevent
any small group from dissolving the society by reouestinv the
return of their money, their investment. Should members desire
to leave the society the organization usually purchases their
shares at the original price.
At the outset most of the societies borrowed funds.
Nov/ they have liquidated their indebtedness except for bills
outstanding and an inconsiderable amount of old loans.
Capital is pa^ d for at a fixed and definite rate of
interest in order to di scourage the practice of speculation. (2
)
When a large surplus results the members receive patronage
dividends which are comps.rable 2fco regular stock dividends, but
1. Warbasse, — Op. Cit.--p.2£.
2, Albrecht, --Op. Cit.—p.21.
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they do not speculate in hopes of selling their shares at
higher prices.
management.
The management of the Danish cooperatives is for the
most part, uniformly competent. The managers are trained in
schools supported "by the societies for the explicit purpose of
preparing them for efficient administration of the societies.
They are also further trained in that they are re outred to
attend forums, lectures, and similar activities.
These managers are carefully selected and given rigid
courses in preparation for the "business. Few cooperatives have
failed in Denmark "because of inefficient management.
The societies are governed "by representative assemblies
composed of "trained laymen" and managed by skilled
administrators. Officials are chosen carefully and are
expected to achieve a high standard of efficiency. Unfortunately
many of the managers have been attracted into private corporatio]
because of the attractive salaries offered.
Coordination of the Societies .
In Denmark, the identification of consumer and
producer interest is very close.
Many of the cooperative enterprises are loosely
united in a committee called the "Andelsudvalget . " Among those
not represented in this committee are credit cooperatives,
housing cooperatives, insurance mutuals, and the members of the
United Cooperative Association (Det Uooperativa Faellesforbund)
.
This latter organizat'on looks after the small bakers, fuel
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purchase mutuals, and similar societies which number 140, and
have an annual turnover of 60,000,000 crowns or letter, The
committee acts as a coordinating unit among the consumers’,
the producers’ and the large social welfare cooperatives
. (1
)
These large unions which include numerous societies
in their membership support auditing, and statistics
departments. These bodies canvass the member societies for the
purpose of auditing their boohs and accounts. This phase of
the system is supported and assisted by inspectors who male
inquiries concerning local practices. They investigate not only
the accounts, but business practices, policies, educational,
and social activities of the societies as well.
It is impossible to ignore the intimate association
between the consumers’ and producers’ societies, not only in
Denmark, but in the societies of the Scandinavian countries
as well. In certain other European countries producer cooperat-
ion is hardly separable from private productive enterprise. It
is delusion to admit an economic organization into the
cooperetive system when this same organization practices fraud
on its members by exacting higher fees. Similarly it is
improper to concede cooperative status to organizations which
unduly benefit the distributors or which allow ownership to be
victimized in behalf of management. The Danish producer cooper-
atives uannot be accused of such practices. They seeic to
prevent the appearance of such fraudulent conditions by active,
l.Peel, — Cp. Cit.--p.173.
%,
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unified, opposition.
The two phases of cooperation have teen able to work
in collabora 1 3 on with each other. As a result much has "been
accomplished which singly neither branch would have been able
to achieve
—.
,
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Consumers ’ Cooperative Societies.
The consumers 1 cooperative societies, -ere, after
several feeble, independent attempts as far back as 1851
introduced into Denmark as direct imitations of the English
cooperative stores. They were inaugurated by the clergyman,
Rev. Hans Christian Sonne, for the benefit of the poor
working class of people who comprised his parish, in Thisted. (1
Sonne was cognizant of the fact that he would first have to
improve the material well-being of his poor parishioners before
he could attempt to elevate them spiritually. Accordingly, he
journeyed to England and there imbibed the spirit and ideas of
the English cooperatives. Upon his return he told his clergy
of the English system and in 1866 induced them to form the firs
society for the purchase of the necessities of life. The
society was known as "The Society of Working ken in Thisted
Town." The Rochdale Ir'nciples of sale at current prices, cash
transaction, annual division of net surplus based on members 1
purchases, and open membership were adopted.
The first few years of the development of the society
v/ere very slow. Sonne we s fortunate in possessing many helpers,
two of whom, Dr. Ulrich and V.S. Faber were outstanding. Faber
formed his own society in 1868 at Copenhagen and from that year
1. Encyclopaedia of the Soc ial Sci ences . --Op. Cit. p.582.
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until 1876 published a paper, "Arbejden, " (Tfte Working J an)
whose aim was similar to that of the English physician, Dr.
King. The publication sought to encourage the growth and spread
of the cooperative system.
Sonne, along with several leading men, called two
conclaves. Cne was in 1871 and the other three years later in
1874. These meetings were called as a means of discussing with
the representatives possible v/ays in which the movement cou.ld
be encouraged and advanced. At the time of the last meeting, in
1874, there were 92 societies.
Faber founded a central society in 1871 for the purpose
of joint purchasing, but it proved a failure. Its collapse was
due to inefficient organization. Instead of forming a cooperative
wholesale business and continuing the emulation of the English
system, a merchant was employed to purchase the goods for the
member stores at a fixed commission.
The result of such a poorly laid plan was a retrograde
movement. Considerably shaken by the failure of this society
?7 organizations were dissolved. It remained for a cooperator
named Severin Jorgensen to brighten the outlook. Cne of the
leading cooperators in Denmark, Jorgensen relinquished his own
cooperative store for the privilege of conducting and managing
a similar store in Jutland. So successful was his management that
other stores joined his for the purpose of buying on a wholesale
basis. This Jutland society steadily increased its s~ze and
business. In 1874 a similar organization was formed in Sealand.
Two years later these two cooperative societies were
—.
.
,
’
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amalgamated to form a central society called "Faellesforeningen
for Danraarks Brugsforeninger" or the Cooperative Wholesale
Society of Denmark. ( 1 ) Today this society supplies the
cooperative societies with a large percentage of all the goods
handled ty them.
Jorgensen who was so instrumental in organizing and in-
forwarding the wholesale was rewarded for his part hy being
chosen president. Ke retired in 191? because of his advanced age
The wholesale society with its larger offices in
Copenhagen has "branches in many of the provincial towns. It
maintains many types of factories such as for roasting coffee,
making chocolate, confectionery, tobacco, and cigars, as well
as for the manufacture of clothing, shoes, chemicals, bicycles,
hosiery, and margarine. Its activities are both domestic and
foreign. Cnly cooperative distributive societies are eligible
for membership in the wholesale society.
The growth of the wholesale organization has been
impressive both from the standpoint of the volume of goods
handled and the numbers of members enrolled. In 1916, 1537
societies were registered as members, representing 740,000
people. The wholesale society had a turnover of 4,7°0,000
kroner in sales, and a net surplus of 397,000 kroner; the total
turnover of the various factories was nearly 1,^00,000 kroner;
the reserve fund 315,000 kroner and the book value of the
buildings 280,000 kroner. (1)
1. Faber, Karald, tT Coopers ti on in Dani sh Agri culture . tT
London: Longmans^ Green, f . Co.
,
1910, p. 79.
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In 1935 .its turnover had attained 184,200,000 kroner, and 185(5
societies represented 344,000 members.
An outstanding feature of this society which began in
the eighties ds a joint purchase of seed and manures for members
has in the last few decades reached a stage of development
which is unknown outside of Denmark. This applies to the work
done to further and to improve the production as well as the
sale of guaranteed seeds from improved selected strains of
various agricultural plants such as roots, grasses, and the
like. In 1904 the society purchased as 10 acre piece of land at
lyngby, near Copenhagen for comparative trials of the various
seeds bought and distributed to the members as a means of
improving the selection of such seeds. In 1911 a larger farm
consisting of 177 acres was rented near lyngby for the purpose
of producing seed from selected strains. Since 1913 a scheme of
cooperation has existed between the wholesale society and the
Seed Production Cooperative, The influence that this
organization has had on the production and sale of seed in
Denmark has been tremendous.
The latter society which was formed in 1906 undertakes
the production of seed from trial-proven strains. (1) In turn,
the wholesale takes over the sale of all seeds produced by the
other society. While the seed cooperatives are under contract
to supply all their seed to the wholesale society, the latter
reciprocates by confining its purchases to the seed
cooperatives as long as the organization can fill its needs. A
1. Denmark, 1937.—Bp. Cit.--p.82
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committee of the agricultural societies controls the
production and the sale of the seeds. This group also has the
power to decide which kinds and strains of seeds are to he
ra-'sed. Under such an arrangement producers and consumers are
mutually hene fitted. The former are guaranteed a market and the
latter a carefully cultivated seed.
In the district of Ringkohing in Jutland, a cooperative
society on somewhat different lines has been in existence since
1885.(1) The society has agencies scattered throughout the
towns of the district. It undertakes the distribution of
feeding-stuffs to members, but does not act as a wholesale
purchaser. It believes that such functions are handled best
by wholesale merchants and manufacturers. In 1886 an
independent society comprising the same chairman and practically
the same members was organized for the distribution of growing-
seed, groceries, and manures in a similar manner; leaving
the wholesale purchasing to the merchants. The Sing] obing in
1914 in 1914, had a turnover of 18P,°00 kroner and in 19 5
a turnover of (3,500,000 k oner along with a membership of
10
,
000
.
The growth of the cooperative stores was slow, but in
1 P 85 the general political situation was such that it did mfcch
to forward the movement. There was at the : ime, considerable
political agitation over an issue concerning the Danish
constitution. The peasants who were mostly liberals saw the
1. Denmark, 1977 .— Op. Cit.—p.83.
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cooperative movement as a means of strengthening themselves and
making themselves independent of the merchants who were usual I7/
in the opposite political faction. The formation of the
central society likewise did much to lend impetus to the
movement. From 1385 to 1909 as many as 50 new cooperatives were
organized each year.
(
1 )
An official statistical publication gives the number
of cooperative societies in Denmark in 1914 as 158? with
S44,000 members. The collective turnover was 5,715,000 kroner
with a surplus of 6.27f> of the turnover. (?) Of the societies
1187 dealt in corn, feeding- stuffs
,
manures, and seed; 1470
were in rural districts; 17 in Copenhagen; and 75 in
provincial towns. An inquiry sponsored by the Wholesale Society
in 1910 disclosed that 2>2f> of the members were peasants; 410>
small-holders; and 27fo were laborers or people of that
class. (3
)
Today the greatest number of stores are to be found in
the rural districts. The urban areas have been slow to take to
the movement. Part of the adaptation made by the rural populatic
may be due to the influence of the Peoples 1 High Schools and to
the agricultural schools. The preparation, liberal and special-
ized in nature, obtained in these schools enabled the rural
population to extend the cooperative idea over a broader field
n
1. Faber,— Cp. Cit.—p.26.
2. Statisti.sk Aarbog, 1915. Tabel 114. Copenhagen.
3. Ibid
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and to set it on a wider "basis. Ho similar awakening took part
in towns and thus the local papers and townsfolk often looked
askance at the cooperative stores and opposed them.
For the most part the existing Danish Cooperative
Distributive Societies have adorted the following principles:
1) sale at usual trade prices. 2 ) buying and selling on a cash
basis. 3) dividing the surplus among members in proportion to
their purchases during the 7rear, 4) joint liability.
5) membership open to everybody. 6) one member one vote.
7) members to manage and to control the business through a
committee elected at the general meeting and the auditors to
be elected outside of the commi ttee
.
( 1
)
It is a. reouirement of Danish law that a dealer or
merchant must have a trading license and that all firms who
take part in trading must lilewise be licensed. The law on
Trading, December 29, 1857, amended in 1873, was intended to
require all cooperatives to have a license. V. Faber argued that
such a requirement should depend on whether they supplied the
general public or only their own members. This has
prevailed. A cooperative store is no* cons' dered "a trader" when
it; a) distributes goods only to its members, b) purchases for
the joint account of members, these being jointly and severally
liable, c) Divides its surplus among its members. Yet to secure
such a 1- cense is^expensive
.
Therefore, it is strange that only
a third of the stores have licenses which would permit them to
1. Warbasse . --Op. Git.
—
p.22

trade with non-members
.
In moot countries cooperative stores are
able to sell to anybody. Thi s is permitted In England, Germany,
and in many of the cooperatives in the United States.
This feature which is peculiar to Denmark is caused hv
the above mentioned statute which in reality is the survival of
medieval times.
The extensive system of consumers 1 cooperation as
typified by England and Russia cannot be approached by Denmark.
At the same time there are features about the cooperatives in
these countries which detract greatly from their appeal. The
English cooperatives according to the authorities emphasize
price, and thus, the members are more concerned with the money
served up to them in the form of savings and dividends. The
form of cooperation in the communistic country of Russia
likewise doesn’t seem to be in line with the true 1 deal of
cooperation. Where the state is paramount the cooperative idea
with its stress on individuality would not appear to be well-
founded. On the other hand it would be difficult to say that th$
Danes care little about the economic side of their societies
as is exemplified in lower prices and dividends. Undoubtedly
these are important considerations of all, yet there does seem
to exost in the Danish system something inherently idealistic
which stamps their cooperative societies as being a vital part
of the life of the Danes, more so than is true of most of the
other cooperative nations.
The consumers’ societies operated their c tores as would
any careful enterpriser when the organizations were first

launched. At the outset, the stocks of merchandise were small.
Only those poods assured of a reasonably fast turnover were
stocked, lark of resources handicapped the stores and made it
imperative that they economise. As the stores attracted custom-
ers and members, new goods were added and the stocks
expanded. Finally, the stage was reached in the development
of the individual stores where it was necessary for the
societies to form some tyre of federation. It was found that
only by such unified and centralized activity could they obtain
goods at prices within their range. Accordingly the Wholesale
Society was organized. (1
)
The resources of this central body have enabled the
con ributing member societies to avail themselves of the goods
once too expensive for them to handle. Such volume purchases
not only have made it possible for the societies to get goods
at lower prices, but to obtain a greater diversification of
goods as well. The stores contain well arranged stocks of
merchandise, quality being compatible with prire.
More than 1850 societies are members of the "Wholesale
Society which employs approximately 13,500 people. The
activities of the central body are domestic and foreign.
The wholesale society is the "hub" of the whole
system of consumers’ cooperation. In its attempts to satisfy
the needs of the members’ societies it conducts trades with
many countries of the world. Much of its trade is concerned
1. Begtrup. --Op. Cit.
—
p.51.
,,
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with the importation of tea and. coffee. The latter probably
representing its most important imported, article. The Danish
Wholesale is not as large as that of England which is natural,
but in a comparison of the two countries as to size and popula-
tion, the Danish society is impressive.
There is no doubt that its existence has been
instrumental in building the societies to the status whi ch they
have now attained. Without it, the societies woul" be freed
withjp very serious problem, as to where to obtain their products.
What is still more important they would be at a disadvantage to
obtain the type of goods which they now handle at the prices
made possible by the wholesale’s volume buying.
»
%*
Cooperative Banking in Denmark.
Essence of Cooperative Banking.
Cooperation is the voluntary union of persons for
utilizing their faculties or resources under their own
management in some economic enterprise carried on hv their
mutual account for the "benefit of the member as veil as the
group.
In order to he cooperative a hank must he composed of
members sharing the same aim. They are so organized as to
control and he responsible for its management, to participate
in its profits and losses, and to he able to share
exclusively in the use of its credit facilities.
The institution may borrow and even receive deposits
from outsiders as these are means of utilizing collective
credit for the members 1 benefit. However, it is unable to lend
to non-members. Such a practice would be in opposition to the
policy of the society because credit would thus be extended, to
persons who had no voice in the management nor any
responsibility for possible losses which the organization might
incur. Under such a system the cooperative character of the
bank would be impaired. It would make the members a group of
capitalists seeking profit for themselves without consideration
foi? the best interests of the bank, or the society in general.
— =
c
c
T he "bank may invest in securities in ~oraer to prevent its funds
from lying idle, but such investments are subject to rigid
regulations, (1)
The "banks can be formed as joint stock companies or as
associations issuing shares of stock or as non-stock issuing
associations. (2)
The joinrfc stock company has the objection that its cap-
ital stock is a specified fixed annumt and that share
investments, therein, cannot, as a matter of law, be withdrawn
at the member’s wish, nor be cancelled and returned by the bank
in the event of his expulsion or retirement. This is a violation
of one of the essential characteristics of cooperation.
Namely, that essen ial which requires the relation between part-
ies to be voluntary and dissolvable by either party upon
sufficent notice. On the other hand, it is prejudicial to
members who desire to keep the money within reach in case of
need, while it deters persons from joining whose sole purpose
would he concerned with utilizing the bank as a source of a
temporary loan. It is possible to remove these statutory
objections by contract, but even then the arrangement is not
entirely satisfactory. No cooperative bank has ever been
formed as a joint stock company except when the lav/s on
associations were either absent or defective. Danish cooperative
do not organize their banks on these joint stock principles.
l.The Encyclopedia Americana. --Op. Cit,
—
p.641.
s
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The associ ational cooperative bank is a body incorp
orated under the general law which authorizes licenses or
charters to be granted upon the filing of the articles of
agreement. (1) Dissolution may be voluntary. It is put into
effect by fulfillment of a certain code of formal proceedings.
This responsibility is usually enforced by a committee. It may
be gathered from the Danish lav/ that no limits are placed on
the number of members that may be admitted to membership in the
society. A committee is usually appointed for the explicit
purpose of examining applicants. In the true associational
type of bank no limits are placed on the number of shares that
a member may possess. Hence, this number is variable,
depending on the individual society. Since the capital belongs
to the members, at the time of retirement or expulsion their
shares must be returned. (2) It is altogether different from a
fixed capital stocle and is called "share-capital.” There are
many advantages in such an association which have attracted the
Danes and whi ch have nade this organization prevalent.
The articles of agreement set forth all the important
facts of the organization and administration of the bank and the
methods of management. The limitat'ons of area are usually
regional rather than economic. Host of the banks are small and
localized in character. They cater to small populations and
groups. They purport to provide a source of financial assistance
1. The Encyclopedia Americana . --Cp. Cit. --p.642.
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to the immediate locality rather than a broad district.
Qualifications as to membership and terms of admission
are optional with the societies, and, hence, vary. Most of the
banks definitely retrict their area, making residence within
that area or some particular occupation a condition of
entrance. Entrance fees are sometimes extracted and fines
enforced for withdrawals or defaults. At best the larger portion
of the Danish cooperative banks are small enterprises. Their
operations are, therefore, conducted on a limited scale. All
transactions are important. Small losses are counter-balanced
by a protective system of fees and fines. These are small, hut
large enough to achieve their purpose.
If shares are issued they are all of one kind. A
certain percentage of their cost must be paid on subscription.
The articles prescribe their par value, manner of payment, and
the number that any member is permitted to hold. Voting
procedures and privileges are specified and also the liability
of the member. This may be joint, several or contributory. It
Is usually in effect for two or three years after retirement. (1
A bank without shares may have unlimited liability, and
its creditors may hold all members personally liable and sue
them; or the bank may have contributory liability in which the
bank or the creditors may levy ecual assessments against all
members until all debts have been discharged. Under such a
system the member who pays more than his share or allotted
amount may recover from the others.
1. Jhacycloredi a Americana. --Op. Cit.
—
p.642.
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In a share-issuing hank liability may also he
unlimited or contributory
.
Usually it is limited and runs in
favor not of its creditors, hut of the hank or receivers who
may call all in what remains unpaid on the shares. They may
assess any member for any amount specified on the face value of
the share. For the most part, the practice has been to assess
all members equally. A ratio is established at which debts and
•assets are to be maintained. If the assets fall below this
ratio and no immediate remedy car be found, bankruptcy
proceedings must follow. The articles specify the percentage of
profits that shall be set aside for a reserve fond, and for
the settlement and distribution of reserve in the event of
dissoluti on.
A dm ini s tra t ion.
The greater portion of the Danish cooperative banks
are small, localized institutions. Their capital is limited. The
administration is usually composed entirely of members who are
elected by the members at a regular meeting. It consists of a,
board of directors which selects the officers, and a
disciplinary group which when acting in its supervisory role
has the right to set aside any act of the board. The size of the
boards and committees varyies with the locality. In most
instances they ere smell because ot the limjted activities of
the banks. The officers are chosen for short terms, a certain
percentage of the body retiring annually. They are usually
eligible for re-election.
(
In the Danish system, with the exception of the few
larger "banks, salaries are rare.(l) In the first place the act-
ivities of the "banks are not intensive enough to warrant full
time officials. Most of the officials offer their services
gratis, although it is the tendency to give the president a
small sum. The reason for this allowance lies in the fact that
oftentimes he is the sole attendant at the place of "business.
It is he, alone, who conducts many of the banks routine
affairs. The other "board members confine their duties to the
periodic meetings. Where the members meet but so infrequently
it can readily be seen that the cuestion is not as important
as one might expect. If the board was as active as is the ease
in many of our banks the cuestion of salaries would be much
more important.
As might be inferred, in most cases the banks are
loan and savings societies and not commercial banks. Loans must
be adequately and amply secured, the endorsement of members
being the usual type of security. Real estate mortgages are
rarely taken, but exceptions are made in order to protect
endangered claims. loans are passed on by the board. Usually
this board meets bi-monthly. Dividends may be g'ven or
distributed annually, but only after a specified percentage of
the profits^been with-held. This policy has been adopted in ord er
that a reserve fund might be established. The banks are all
1. IIowe.--Gp. Cit.—p . 65
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conducted on the most conservative backgrounds
,
varying little
in their methods other than an occasional variation, ^ven
then the change is slight.
The Danish Cooperative Bank.
In most countries, credit societies were either
developed before or simultaneously with other types of
cooperatives. They operated as, or gradually developed into
banking organizations. With the exception of the credit
associations previously mentioned, such regulation of cooperative
credit was slow originating in Denmark. Much of this tardiness
may be explained in the availability of the savings banks, and
also in the fact that the commercial tanks which served the
cooperative societies must have done so in a satisfactory manner,
There were instances where the various cooperative
societies found it difficult to raise the necessary capital
with which the members might overate their farms. Despite the
fact that the societies offered the best of security they still
found it exceedingly difficult to borrow. Ee cause of such an
inconvenient state of affairs the cooperators felt that they
should resort to cooperative action as a means of solving their
distress. The belief that such action was desirable led ir 1898,
to the formation of the Central Cooperative Committee. Five
years later the first Danish Cooperative Congress was held.
In this year the committee contacted all the
c oorerators and their societies. The rum ose of these incuiries
-i-
was to determine how contented they were with the existing
banking service and to determine how well they would support a
8g

c o op erative bank. As a retaliirt ory^easiire" , the two I ending
banks of Copenhagen sent out circulars portraying the threat
which these cooperative banks cast on the financial horizon
of the nation; if, and when agricultural interests or
agriculture and banking were combined. The:' asked all b a.nks to
join in united opposition to the proposed cooperative bank.
For a time it appeared certain that they would also appeal to
the government for aid.
Another cooperative congress was held and plans laid
for the organization of the bank. A committee was appointed to
draw a plan for the bank, and to obtain signatures from those
cooperatives societies expressing a willingness to join. By
1909, 27 6 societies had entered the field.
The Cooperative Bank opened its doors in 1914, at
Aarhus. The decision to call on the subscribers being reached
a year previous to the opening. It was the primary purpose of
the bank to support every plausible cooperative plan. It also
sought to grant cheaper loans and to pay higher rates of
interest on deposits.
At the outset, the original idea was to organize
m one tar* matters in such a way that the cooperative societies
could be financed by their own members. Such a plan could be
accomplished only by means of a bank. In turn, it was realized
that a bank could only exist if it was organized in such a way
as to take over all kinds o^ banking business for the benefit
of its members. In brief, the purpose of the bank is to carry
on allbtypes of banking business for the benefit of its
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members. (1
T
The tank is organized by cooperative societies and
by savings banks. These societies and savings banks are
enrolled by purchasing shares in a. fixed proportion to the total
turnover of the cooperative societies, or to the money paid in
to the savings banks; that is, the money paid in to them during
the year completed previous to the entrance of the society into
the larger bank. It is possible for private people to cooperate
by joining a "bank society." This society purchases shares in
proportion to the number of members. The members are the owners
of the bank, but are liable onl3r to the amount of their shares.
The surplus is divided annually after paying 4 interest on the
share capital and after a small part is set aside for the
reserve fund. During recent years the bank has not passed back
the surplus earnings to the members, but has maintained these
excess funds for the use of educational and community projects.
The bank does not confine its activities to members alone, but
deals with non-members as well. On the part of the members they
ere not bound to transact through the bank. They may make use of
other institutions for their financial dealings. However, if they
prefer to do business elsewhere, they lose certain privileges or
benefits.
The bank, for the most part, has been most
successful.A black spot marred its record in 1925 when it was
forced to close its doors. Fortunately it reopened in the same
year under more competent management. Since that year its
1. The Encyclopedi a. Americana. --Op. Cit. --p.642.
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business has increased consistently. In 1952-54 the increase jn
the volume of business was tremendous, more than doubling- the
usual figures. (1)
There are 550 cooperative savings banks in Denmark. In
the year 1955 their deposits amounted to 2,200,000,000 kroner. (20
The number of depositor- in the bank was roughly equal to one-
half the total population.
The Cooperative Bank whose stock is held by numerous
cooperative societies of all descriptions is really the heart
of cooperative credit in Denmark. The bank handles the transactions
of the member banks much as the 12 Federal Banks in this country
handle the dealings of their federated branches. Loans are
granted to the member banks by this larger body and in return
it acts as a clearing house for the smaller organizations.
It must be kept in mind that this bank does not issue notes.
That privilege is restricted to the Danish National Bank. (5)
T he Cooperative Village Banks.
Paralleling the rise of the Cooperative -^ank was the
organization of another similar organization; namely, the
village tank.
The purpose of these village banks is to conduct
limited banking transactions on cooperative lines in the village
and to issue short term loans to members. These societies were
1. "Monthly Labor Review." U.S. Dept, of Lebor. January, 1956.
2. Howe, — Op. Cit.—p.65.
5. Denmark, 1957. --Op. Cit.
—
p.ll.
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formed in order to retain within the confine's of the villages
money which when accumulated by the other savings societies
was distributed outside the limits of the village. If by the esi:
ablishment of a local society or bank it was possible to invest
these locally and to make them available to the farmers in the
form of loans. The other reason was the need of the farmers to
obtain loans to be utilized as working capital.
The village cooperative bank was formed as a natural
solution to these needs since it was both a savings bank and
loan bank. While it was for the solution of these needs that
the banks were formed the most important use of the Tanks was
in another capacity. Each week the cooperative societies pay off
the member societies. Whether it is an egg or da.i ry society
this procedure is followed. At the same time, societies such as
the fertilizer societies, receive money for the goods which
they supply. All these transactions including the larger
annual distribution are usually made in cash. Under such a system
risk and costliness of administration are present. The village
bank sought to avoid this risk by giving the coopers tors an
account to which can be credited what he i s to receive from
some of the cooperative societies, and debited of what he has
to pay to the other cooperative societies. The use of checks
for money transactions has elso been introduced as well as
other common banking practices. The bank is able to grant short
term loans such as are required for working capital, The
ability of the banks to fulfill this particular function was
f oki'rr\ et'
of great importance to the small Awho was oftentimes hard
pressed for a loan.
t
In 1915 the first of these hanks was formed Jutland
and two years later there were 14 more such societies in
existence. The rapid growth of these hanks since that date has
been phenomenal, eonalled only by the spread of the dairies at
the time of their launching.

Danish Cooperative Credit and the Land Movement.
The Credit Law of 1850 which has "been described fully
in a preceding chapter is the basis of all cooperative credit
in Denmark. (1
)
Previous to 1850 land was owned by a comparatively
small number of persons who les.sed it at high figures. Serfdom
was abolished in Denmark in 1788, but the larger estates owned
by privileged men were tilled by paid agricultural workers.
This condition existed ur i 1 the middle of the past century.
About 1850 a group of pu'.lie spirited persons organized
a movement to enable tenants to borrow mone:* at low rates of
interest. Yfhile many tenants took advantage of these low rates
and showed that farming could be conducted on a small scale
and that it was more profitable than the tenant system, it was
not until two credit societies in Jutland and in Sjaelland, 1° 51
were organized that cooperative credit was fully organized.
The superiority of the new system was so apparent that the large
estate owners were compelled to acknowledge it. In turn, they
were more willing to part with the estates which had been in
their families for centuries.
Fifteen years later another land movement a* reared on
the horizon, the Danish Heath Society which was incorporated in
1866. This society enlisted widespread svpport, shortly
becoming what might be termed a popular movement. As typifies
1. Campbell, Clive Dame, The Dani sh Folk School .
Hew York: The MacMillan Company. 1928. p. 453.
—
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education and cooperation it was not superimposed reform, "but
a determined attempt ar self-regeneration. The society became
powerful force in Danish agricultural life.(l)
The aim and purpose of the organization was to allay
an imperative need whose importance was intensified with the
loss of Schleswig. The sod ty proposed to undertake a vast
reclamation policy which was designed to reclaim land and to
reforest stripped areas. It has carried this urogram to ell
sections of the country, draining inundated lands, making hogs,
and meadows capable of cultivation, and converting hitherto
waste lands into valuable workable areas. The major part of the
work has been done by the heath farmers under the expert
guidance of the society. There a.re about 14,000 members in the
society at the present time. (2) The work o' the society
co meneed in Jutland. At the time of its first endeavors there
were 4,500 square miles of uncultivated land of which almost
three Quarters has been restored. As a result of this ambitious
program Jutland has been transformed from a wasteland into a
profitable farming region.
Because of the success which the society enjoyed in
Jutland its activities were enlarged. Cthr reclamation
projects of submarginal lands were undertaken, fiver beds were
straightened and their flow controlled making the bordering
marshlands available for cultivation. Dikes were bu'lt, areas
1. Childs, --Op. Cit.—p.135.
2. Ibid,
--P.156. .
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fertilized, and within the short space of three years the socle
had accounted for 80 miles of i rigation canals.
An estimate has "been made to the effect that the
amount of arable land in Denmark has been increased more than
twenty per cent because of the constructive efforts of the
Heath Society, The total forest area has been raised from 6
to 9^>, V/hile the percentile growth is small the increase
represents a greater victory in that the forests have been made
to yield a considerable supply of timber.
In addition to the support given the socr'ety by the
farmers who received the greater portion of the benefits from
the work promoted by the organization, other sources have also
contributed. Annually, the state gives a liberal subsidy, but
the outstanding feature of the whole program has been the
support tendered by the large numbers of city members. It may
be said that much of this liberality is due to the realization
that agriculture is of fundamental importance to the Danes.
Also, the knowledge that the existence of the nation depends to
a large degree on cooperation is present. Hence, one may
account for the sacrifices which the various classes, sections,
and persons are ready to make.
The crusade to parcel the estates into small
individually owned holdings had by 1899 reached such proport-
ions that it resulted in the enactment of the first of several
land allotment laws. This law permitted the government to lend
to a prospective purchaser, in advance, a sun of money eoual
to nine-tenths of the purchase price of the land as shown on
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the registered deed. The purchaser could also, if there were
roofed-in buildings on the land, borrow up to one-third of
their value, subject to local sanction. Such loans are secured
by a government mortgage on the entire property. So long as
the land is utilized for the stipulated purposes it cannot be
foreclosed. In the matter of repayment the provisions of the
law are most liberal. Interest on the land loans is at the rate
of 4-lfo
.
The same rate exists on the building loans. During the
first five years of the loan no part of the principal is
repaid. Following this five year period the borrower p c ys only
a series of small annual installments. These installments are
equivalent to one percent of the total building loan until he
has paid bach the portion that is interest free. The loan on
the land is finally redeemed by annual payments in which both
interest and amortization are equivalent to5" ft of the original
amount of the loan.(l) In all of these loans the government is
an active factor. Each applicant is carefully scrutinized.
The chief concern on the part of the official is to ascertain
whether the farmer will be able to operate his farm on a
profitable basis and thus be able to pay his loan. However, the
applicants who have saved in previous years a sum sufficent to
meet the interest requirements on the loan in the early years
are given preference.
In 1919 the Law of 1899 was broadened and the
government given the authority to take over large areas of
land where the small purchaser found the land to be held at

an ineoui table price. (1) The government acquired approximately
8f,000 acres, an amount sufficen" to care for about 5,000
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small holdings.
The manner in which purchases are made under this law
is not only most interesting, hut also unique. In reality,
it can scarcely he termed a purchase. The farmer who desires to
accuire a small holding pajrs no purchase money at all, hut
merely contracts with the government to make an annual interest
payment eoual to about of the value of the land. The
valuation is set by experts in the employ of the government.
In turn, if granted, the government will loan to the purchaser
nine-tenths of the cost of equitable farm buildings, with
interest up to 8000 kroner and no interest charge above that
figure. The building loans may be repaid under the same liberal
terms as under the earlier law.
As a result of the government’s participation it has
become possible for a small farm-hand with one-tenth of the
capital necessary for building a house and barns, plus a small
working capital, to set himself up as an independent farmer.
Under the Law of 1899 almost 11,000 individually owned farms
were established. For these the government advanced
$22,000,000 in loans and su's^d'es. In the twelve veer period,
1920-32, about 6,000 small holdings were enquired vy
individuals through government aid. Since 1920 the government
has expended about $25,000,000 in acquiring lands -From the
owners of large tracts.
1. Childs, --Op. Cit.--p.127
.<1
In the Danish organization of agriculture the phrase
"small-holding" means a very small holding when judged by-
American standards. The major portion of the small forms
established under this land program are from nine to thirty-
seven acres in size. Approximately 45,000 of these farms ere
from one to nine acres in size.(l) Such small holdings require
intensive farming such as that used in Japan.
With the availability of these small farms at such
attractive figures, due to the government’s aid, it was onli-
ne tural for the Danish agrarians to turn to their system of
cooperation as a means of facilitating the acouiring of loans.
The farmers sought to acquire capital in order that they might
outfit and ecuip the farms once they owned them. Oftentimes
it was difficult for them to borrow. Finally, they resorted to
cooperative banking societies. The latter we have described.
These banks, once formed, became a prominent factor
in the life of the farmers. Simple in structure and
organization, they have been utilized to the fullest extent,
hot only have they been successful in making loans available
for the members, but they have been so efficiently conducted
that they stand as models of fine management.
1. Childs, — Op. Cit.--p.139
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Danish Credit Associati ons
.
The credit association was not generally known in
Denmark or properly understood until 1959. In this 37-ear the
possibility of such a system was brought to the attention of
the Danes by an economist named lergsoe. The latter published
a we11-planned proposal advocating the formation of a credit
association of Danish landed-estate owners in 1939.(1) The
lines of organization were to be the same as those of the
German association which bee a se of a journey to Germany
Bergsoe was acquainted with and which he described so fully
in his report.
Until 1849 his suggestion was freel'T discussed at the
agricultural meetings. The free constitution of 1950 resulted
in the influx of new men. A law on Credit Associations and
Credit Offices for owners of real estate was passed in the
Rigsdag in 1850. This law 5 s the foundation of all the credit
associations formed in Denmark.
1
The law granted certain privileges and stipulations;
certain requirements for obtaining them. The chief privilege
was that which exempted bonds issued by the associations from
stamp duty. Should a debtor fail to discharge his obligations
the association may sell the mortgaged prpperty with live-stock
and other appurtenances, by auction, without any necessity of
legal mediation or legal procedure. The law reserves for the
.. Faber, --Op. Cit.--p.lS9
*,
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association" tb e right
-
"t o
-
demind"”a rate of interest higher
than 4 from their members which is the highest rate of intere
permitted on mortgages. If the interest rate exceeds this
4$& maximum a special license must he procured from the state.
Reductions in certain postal rates are also specified.
Before any associations may he established there are
other stipulations which must be fulfilled: (1)
st
1. A joint sum must te contributed by the
members equal to the minimum set by lav;.
2. I;o person shall be granted a loan
exceeding 3/5 of the value of his estate
which shall be evaluated accord/ ng to
the rules of the assessment committee.
3. At no time must there be in circulation
an amount of bonds issued by the association
larger than the total amount of the
members’ mortgages deposited with the
assoei ation.
4. The members are jointly and. severally liable
for the bonds issued by the association, to
the extent of the full assessed- value of their
property, provided they have obtained a loan
equal to 3/5 of that value; and in the same
ratio to the extent of the amount borrowed if
this constitutes a lesser fraction of the
assessed value.
5. In addition to paying interest on the loans the
members pay a suitable sum towards the redemption
of the bonds.
6. The bonds must not be issued at a rate lower
than the minimum set, and they shall bear
interest.
7. The board, is required to publish an annual
balance sheet and. quarter-annually must send,
an abstract of the accounts to the Mini stry
of the Interior.
8. The by-laws are subject to alteration only when
sanction is given by the Minister of the
Interi or.
not too
While the law d_id. not provide many privileges
rigid or oppressive in its requirements. The
it was
1. Faber, — Op. Cit.
—
pp. 129-31.
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assnciations could be and were formed as purely" pr I vate
cooperatives, the members of which ere the borrowers. The
members by becoming jointly liable are able to increase their
credit and thereby raise a larger joint loan. The creditors,
on the other hand, have ample security upon which to grant the
loans in the form of the property of the members.
In addition to paying a rate of Interest on the part
of the jo'rt sum which is granted to them indivi dually
,
the
members pay a certain sum to meet the expenses of the
e.
administrative work and to a reserve fund which is set up to
take care of possible losses. Later, if there is a surplus,
the members divide the sum s.nd distribute it.
The associations are self-governing and while farmers,
towns, and counties may form an association, the highest
authority in all eases is the general meeting which is chosen
by all the members. Only one association, West and South
Jutland, has given the bond-holders the privilege of voting
at the general meeting.
Shortly after the Law of 1850, meetings were held and
societies formed in Jutland and Sealand. Line years later an
association called "The Hypothec Loan Association of Landed
Estate Owners in Jutland" was organized. ( 1 ) Although it
offered to obtain loans for members or owners of land, this
association was a credit association neither in name,
constitution, nor in organization. In 1857 a financial crisis
occurred and the stability of the various associations was
severely tested. The Hypothec Loan Association which had from
1. Denmark, 1957 . --Op . Cit.--p.115,
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the outset failed to attract the remi red number of
"borrowers and whose management larsed, as is exemplified in the
admission of questionable memlers, stopped payment. The
stoppage of payments necessitated its taking over several of
the mortgaged properties, and the creditors suffered heavy
losses, receiving only a quarter to one-third of the amount
of the bonds. Several of the members, bo rowers, were mined
by their share in the joint liability. Several other societies
were in distressed straits becatise of the financial crisis, but
only one, T,The Credit Association for Jutlan Towns" was eompelle
to dissolve. This it did by returning dollar for dollar to the
members. The money was paid on the principal and interest as
d
well.
As a result of this failure the law of 1850 was
amended in 1861. The new amendment provided that new associations
can be provided for only by a special law. The new amendment also
provided that bonds issued by an association could be divided
into a series in such a way that joint and several liability
shall apply only to bonds belonging to the same series. The
only provision being that no series shall be closed until its
membership represents a minimum capital contribution. Members
usually have the right to pay off their loans in bonds or in
cash, generally without notice. The member when retiring from
the society or from a series of bonds issued by his association
will ^receive a receipt terminating his joint liability until
the accounts of the year in Question have been passed by the
minister of the Interior. The latter official Mist endorse the
-s
,
.
*
cancellation, therely showing that in his opinion there is
snfficent security for meeting the ,i oint liability.
Fortunately
,
the uneasiness caused by the collapse of
the Credit Association for Jutland Towns wore off, A hill as
reouired by lav/ was introduced for the establishment of a new
association. The results of the debates over the bill gave
forth the idea that the people ought to be free to form what
associations they desired. This idea and view prevailed and
since then, numerous associations have been permitted.
The increasing importance of the small-hoidings which
began to be felt in the 1820 T s, led to certain r forms about
the middle of the century and many estates were created. These
were formed from the sub-division of larger estates. By 1885
the number of small-hoi dings ecualled 153,000. The desire on
the part of the ovmers to improve their holdings as well as to
work them could not be realized unless they had capital. The
by-laws of the credit association law forbid lending to these
holdings since the provisions of the charters were that no
loans would be extended when the capital value of the holding
was less than $260. In Jutland the capital value was $500,(1)
As a. rule, the small-holder resorted to his neighbor
for a. loan. The appeal was usually directed to some farmer
with a larger estate than the one that he possessed.
Freouently, the borrower not only raid interest, but was
required to work certain days for the lender during the busy
1. Faber, --Op, Cit.--p.131
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season. The Agricultural Commission of 1875 poirted out bow
onerous this practice was for the small-holder. The situation
was remedied in 1810 with the passage of a law providing for
the establishment of the Credit Associations for Small Landed
Properties in Jutland. Special privileges were provided by the
state. The state guaranteed interest up to Ilfs on bonds for
loans granted before December, 1920; and, to pay to each
association once and for all a grant of $2,100 to defray the
cost of the establishment and the assessment of the properties
to which loans were extended. The restriction was that loans
should be granted only up to 50 of the small-holdings and up
to of the value of the cottages with allotments. In 1915
for holdings with at least 2jr acres the limit was set at
$3,500, and that members of the associations should be only
those whose properties were valued at $1,1~0 or less. In 1915
for holdings with at least 2b acres the limit was changed to
the effect that loans should be repaid within 45 years and
that the Minister of the Interior must sanction the election
of the chairman of the board, prescribe the rules for
auditing, and appoint one of the auditors. (1)
The credit associations are cooperative associations
of members who ere seeking loans by offering their property
as security. No property owner is admitted into membership
until his property or properties has been assessed according
to the rules set up by the Minister of the Interior. (2)
1. Faber, --Cp. Cit.
—pp. 131-32.
2. Denmark, 1957. --Op. Cit . --115
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The property must also he assessed by two assessors appointed
either "by the society or hy the Mnister of the Irieri or. The
assessment specifies the price that the property should get if
sold. The hoarc* of directors in turn decides on the sum of
money that will "be granted and the homo er deposits the sum of
money in the form of a "bond vr th. the association. In addi tion,
he pays the stamp duty on the bond and also the cost of the
evaluation and recording of the bond. The association, once
all these preliminaries have teen disposed of, issues tonds to
the torrower to the value of the loan, and tearing the same
interest as the loan. As already mentioned, these tonds are
by provisions of the law of 1850 exempted from stamp duty. The
creditor cannot demand repayment on notice, and he has no pov/er
to foreclose with regard to these tonds. They are, however,
redeemable ty the association.
The borrower, himself, must realize the greatest return
on his tonds. This he may do to the greatest advantage through a
bank or broker. All credit association tonds are quoted daily in
the Copenhagen Stock Exchange. The greater part of the public
and private wealth of the kingdom is invested in these
securities. The manner in which the credit associations can favor
their members is ty concerting the tonds when the state of the
noney market is such as to encourage and allow such action.
Sond-holders do not have to accept conversion of the tonds to
t
carry a lower rate of interest than at the original rate. If
they do so their tonds or loans must be fully repand in cash.
Each member cr torrower pays a small sum to the reserve
,
'
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fund, usually about 2ft of the loan. This is paid Immediately
or in the course of two years. Each member pays a half-yearly
charge which consists of the interest on the outstanding debt,
a distribution to the cost of the administrative duties, and to
the reserve fund, and a sum equal to about ff? to the sinking
fund. The charge is usually fixed, and while part of the loan
may have been paid off the charge remains the same. loans are
usually redeemed in 60 to 65 years.
The portion of the members 1 half-yearly contribution
which is classified for the reduction of the loan is used in the
redemption of loans or bonds. Drawings are held ever?’- six months
to determine which bond numbers shall be redeemed. The members
whose numbers a.re drawn are advertised and notified through the
newspapers
.
An official inquiry was made in 1909 as to the total
mortgage debt of properties in Denmarkll) Extensive study
showed that agricultural holdings such as entailed properties,
and those owned by the state, municipalities, and public bodies
were mortgaged to a small degree. Those belonging to the small
holdings created by the state under special laws were heavily
burdened.. In 1909 the average encumbrance, excluding the
previously mentioned exceptional properties, amounted to 47fA
About one-half of their debt is contracted through the credit
associations. Thus, it seems apparent that without these
associations Danish agriculture would not have been able to
1. Statistik Tabelevaerk
,
5 Rochke, litra E. I\To
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avail itself of the means "by which it strengthened Itself
Without such agencies it is doubtful whether agriculture
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would have been able to eouip Itself as efficiently.
Undoubtedly, abuses of the facilities of the societies
do exist, yet the benefits rendered by the' associations are
apparent. Within the country the associations have Improved
conditions for the members. Externally the security of the
associations is treated with unprecedented confidence. The
security offered by the societies app oaches that of the
government in esteem. Unouestl onably the:- have contributed
strength and stabiltiy to the economic organization of the
nati on.
The credit tasso cl ations grant loans on first mortgages
only. Infrequently they grant loans up to the limit allowed
by law; that is, 60ft of the value of the properties. It 1
s
possible for the o-mers to raise further loans on second mort-
gages by arranging such a transaction through private sources
.
In 1897 a lav/ was passed authorizing loan societies
on cooperative lines to grant secondary mortgage loans. Such
loans were to rank after the loans granted by credit- associations,
s avings banks
,
publi c i nsti tuti ons
,
and s~ mi lar 1 nsti tut-i ons
.
These loan societies are termed "Hypothec Sod -'ties or Mortgage
Associations. " (1) The bonds issued by these societies may be
bearer bonds, but such bonds must be so inscribed as to make
clear that they are of second mortages on real property. These
1. Denmark, 1937.— Cp. Cit.--p.115
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inscribed bonds may be transferred free of any stamp duty.
Many such institutions have been organized. In actual
organization, their constitutions are similar to those of the
credit associations. All have a guarantee fund and both members
and bond-holders have a voice in the management, although the
latter do not enjoy any voting power in most credit associations
The mortgage on properties is limited to 75^ of the value of the
property. Interest on loans issued or granted by these societies
is as would be expected, high. It is considerably higher than
the rate on loans granted by the credit associations. Also the
contributions exacted from the members for the reserve fund are
1 arge r
.
i

Danish Cooperative Housing.
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The problem of better housing is a consideration that
is receiving more and more the attention of Western Europe as
well as of the United States. In Great Britain the problem is
being solved by municipal housing. In the Scandinavian
countries the solution is a mixed one, being met and settled
by state aid as well as by cooperative societies.
During the World War the high costs o:? living limited
the number of buildings erected in Denmark, In the larger towns
a scarcity of buildings resulted. Since 1916 Copenhagen has
been the scene of much building, part by the municipality and
cooperative groups, in part by private enterprise aidded by the
municipality and the state. In the period 1916-193^, 11,590
city flats were erected. The government and the municipality
support accounted for SI, 700 additional flats, a total of
43, £00 in all. In the years 1911 through 1933 there were
83,000 buildings constructed. The cooperatives alone have
accounted for the erection of more than 20,000 dwellings in the
last score of years.
The purpose of the Danish cooperatives entering into
this field was comparable to that of the Swedes. The motives
were social in that they sought to erect the most modern and
serviceable buildings at the lowest cost.
Cne of the societies now operating in Copenhagen is
T
'
T
he_ W
o
rkingmanl_g_ Cooperati ve Building Society n which is an
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active organization. This society owns its own brickyard.", casts
its own pipes, and manufactures its own tiles. (1) The benefits
of these holdings is reflected in reduced costs of construct ’ on.
As early as 1917 this society had erected 600 flats at a total
cost of $1,250,000, an average expenditure of $2,100 per flat.
As far as conditions and source of supply permits, this
society purchases all its materials from cooperative societies.
Another such building society id the Copenhagen Housing
Cooperative which, is the largest and the best known of the
Danish housing cooperatives. This organization has built the
largest number of cooperative houses in the city. At the outset
of their operations the society acciu'red land from the city
suffieent to take care of 420 homes. After the year 2000 the
land will revert to the municipality at its cost price. The
municipality will receive as a result of this transaction the
unearned increment. The type of houses that this soci< ty has
erected are specialized in that one-family houses have been
built mostly. The houses of this society are featured by the
presence of a garden which is a requirement of the program set
out for the societies by their members.
All the buildings constructed, whether they are
apartments or tenements, are built under strict municipal
supervision. The purpose of this supervision is to insure
adequate methods of construction as well as to make certain that
allowances have been made for health and recreation facilities . (2)
1. Howe, --Op. Cit.
—
p . 205.
2. Childs,— Op. Cit.—p.28
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It is a stipulation that all houses must provide the
children with adequate playing area. Provision is usually made
for trees and gardens in most instances.
land values are kept down hy city ownership of the land
and "building sites and partly through the restriction that all
assisted "building programs should take place on low-priced land.
Speculation is discouraged and city aid is refused private
"builders who seek to profiteer on their venture.
Following the war "building costs were abnormal. In
the per:' od 1918-1922, in order to encourage "building, "both the
city and the government made direct subsidies on new buildings.
Since the end of that period rubli c aid has been chiefly in the
form of guaranteed loans which provide a medium of &. cheap
financing program.
luring the past few years public assistance has been
confined chiefly to public utilities societies. The local
authorities appoint a representative to the governing committee
of each society. It is his function to attend all meetings. He
is free to take part in all discussions, but he has no voting
privileges. In some instances it has been the practice to pass
special laws for each project, as in the case of the credit
associations. One such law was necessary to permit the
replanning of the older section of Copenhagen.
One of the facilitating factors in the launching of
new societies has been the ability of the societies to obtain
funds at reasonable rates. The security of the cooperatives has
been such that they could borrow on their own securities at the
..
.
,
,
,
lowest rates of interest. This, added to a literal government
program, has greatly stimulated building activity.
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In 1955 the government made an appropriation of
50,000,000 kroner available for housing aid. (1)
In America the market value basis of evaluation is a
great handicap for localities which wish to execute and foster
improvement projects of any description. Furthermore, when the
resultant disagreement is placed in the hand's of persons
untrained in this particular field, it is left in the hands of
people whose decisions may be colored by feelings of sympathy
for the distressed owner. In Denmark such a condition is less
likely to occur as the government is more prone to aid the
housing projects. Whenever a decision is to be made it is
arrived at by men who have familiarized themselves with the
matter at hand.
In Denmark the strength of the housing cooperatives
rests in the people who are united for such programs and what
is more significant, they energetically seek these houses. At
the present time in the United. States opinion is just commencing
to crystallize in favor of housing projects. Until it has
attained further advanced organization it is doubtful whether
it can become too widespread. However, the United States
government has over a period of years aided housing programs in
a variety of ways. Lafet year, 1958, marked a most auspicious
attempt when it launched a program which seeks to clear up the
1. Fowe, — Op. Cit.—p.204.
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slim areas in several of the population centers of the n&ti on.
As yet the Danish cooperative housing societies have no
achieved all that they have hoped. Rents are relatively high for
the working class. This class pays 20 to 70fi of their income for
rent alone. (1) The average rent of the small modem two room
flat in Copenhagen, including heat and hot water supplied from a
central source, is 660 to 850 kroner ?er year. In our more ^5
this approximates $3.00 to $4.00 per week. Rents for the same
sized flats in the older houses, not cooperatively "built, range
from 400 to 450 kroner annually.
The cooperatively "built houses, on the whole, are an
impressive group. Modern in most respects they combine pleasing
appearance with practicality and convenience. They differ in
design from those built by the state and city subsidies, but
at the same time they are not as individualistic as the
cooperatively built houses in Sweden. The latter country has
made an outstanding contribution to cooperative housing. In
Stockholm, a city of a population of 508,000 more than 15 ft of
the populace live in cooperative houses.
The Danish cooperatives have erected their buildings,
for the most pert, on carefully chosen sites. The building areas
are ample and are o chosen and designed as to permit future
expan i or.
.
The h i l&i ng are substantially ' u i It . Electri cal
appliances are commonplace in the majority of the houses. In
many instances group laundries have been provided. Several of
1. Howe, --Op. Cit.--p.2C4.
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the lar^e apartment houses have gymnasiums while all the
"buildings, regardless of size, include garden-space.
The houses themselves afford an obvious and sharp
contrast to those "built "by horsing programs in England. The
English programs have "been concerned chiefly with the poor. The
houses erected have "been drab and common- plane
,
whereas the
Danish and Swedish houses reflect color and individuality.
In Copenhagen the societies have built numerous colon's
of houses which number in the thousands. Each house is usually
constructed of bride and stucco, distinguishable as a cooperativ
house in that it is equipped with a small garden. The occupants
have a perpetual lease and consider the home to be their own.
When the buddings sponsored by the society have been
completed a board of directors and a committee is chosen to
supervise the administration of the project. The members of the
society which is a number of the larger group elect one or two
representatives to serve on the central board. It is the function
of this central board to decide on matters cf larger finance, to
purchase new property, and to formulate new building projects as
well as tahing charge of the erection of new houses. The executive
committee is usually elected annually, but the chairman and a
small group of officers are full-time salaried officials. The
board meets with all the householders, either annually or
biannually. Each society maintains a corps of workers whose
duty it is to take charge of such sundry duties as the collection
of rents, repairs, etc.
The term n rent n is usually applied to the sum cf money
— — ' — - — - —
.
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that the householders pay for the use of the houses, hut in the
cooperative system "rent" and T, sell rT are incorrect
. (1 ) Rent is
not viewed in that light. While the member does make a monthly
payment- this sum of money is thought of as defraying the
expenses of upkeep and interest, Iart of this is placed in an
amortization fund, and part is retained for an expansion fund.
The balance is returned in proport'' on to the payments made by
the individual. Sometimes the surplus has been used for social
purposes such a,s playgrounds and. similar undertakings. Swedish
cooperative housing societies have frequently utilized any
surplus :Unds for such social purposes.
The local cooperative housing society is a department
of the main society. It is the local society which handles its
own affairs, but which is affiliated with the larger body and
which must contribute a certain sum to this parent tody. The
7'orkmen’s Cooperative Building Society of Cop nhagen has
numerous such departments.
To date most of these local societies have originated
in urban areas amongst certain groups of people who contribute
to a joint fund and thus launch the project. In time, they seek
aid either from the municipality or else from the government
directly.
Housing societies may receive financial assistance
through any one of several ways or sources such as; 1) lump sum
grants. 2) contingent contributions. 3) grant of a fixed annual
1. Albrecht, — Cp. Cit.--p.18.
,‘
,
,
. .
sum "or annuity. "47 tax~exempt Ton
.
_
5 ) provision concerning sites".
6) direct loans. 7) guarantee of advances. (1)
Of these possibilities Denmark has utilized four to a
great extent, lump sum grants were made from 1920 to 1922 to
municipalities, private, builders as well as to cooperative soc-
ieties by the government. (2) The practice of direct loans has
been made great use of by the Danish government. In 1917 the
state was empowered to grant advance funds to cooper.1:ti ves and
municipalities. These loans could be used on the gover'ment ’
s
own account or could be loaned to the housing societies or
private builders. The government loaned $7,500,000 to the
cooperatives and $20,000,000 to the municipalities at and
at rates of interest, respectively. In 1922 the State Housing
Fund was established to provide second mortgage money to
i
municipalities, individuals, and cooperative ho suing societies
as well. As a result of this act loans up to 40f> of value of th
property were made to supplement first mortgage money secured
from private sources. The effective rote of interest varied fro^i
5 . Zfo to . The act farther required that mimicipali ties guaran
tee one-half of the advance to the housing societies or to
private individuals. In the period 192—27, some 50,000 dwellin
had been aided and 115,000,000 kroner had been loaned by the
government. Another law was passed in 1955 '-hi ch resulted in
advances being made by the state for housing purposes in amount
1. Fisher, Ernest; Ratcliff, Richard V., "Forms of Assistance
to Housing in Europe." Philadelphia: The Annals.
Yol . 190 .Hay , 1957
.
pp . 214-225
.
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of 25,000,000 "roner "before the law was to expire in 1936.(1)
Local authorities have also guaranteed advances,
particularly with respect to second mortgages. The practice of
making provisions for "building sites is most common in the
Scandinavian c untries, and the Netherlands. Copenhagen has made
use of it sirce 1090. In 1930 this city owned 2,090 hectares of
land valued at 47,000,000 kroner. This land has "been used for
municipal housing and has also "been leased to cooperative housing
s ocieti es
.
Since 1933 the "building programs have not been as active
as might "be desired. This inactivity is due in large part to
the widespread unsettled economic conditions.
In England the memhers of similar societies may purchase
their homes. As a result, members of :en "buy the houses when fin-
ished and then sell them later at a higher price. In Denmark the
societies discourage such practices. The individual ear sell
neither the land, "buildings, nor the lease. The mutuality of the
organization is thus maintained. A member may sell Ms shares anf
investment at cost to the society in t v e event he must either
move or sell out. This might be done temporarily with the lease
if the member wishes, but as a rule, the members are expected to
be affiliated, with the society permanently. The society seeks to
discourage the entrance of temporary members.
1. Fowe, --Op. Cit.—p.205.
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An Agri cultural Hation.
Wi thin a period of fifty years the Danish farmer has
accomplished what it is hope the American farmer will he able
to achieve. In that space of time the farm life of the nation
has been elevated to e new plane, and the farmers Jghven a new
status in the economic, political, and social affairs. This has
not been made possible by any abrupt developments, but has taken
place over a fifty year period as a systematic accompaniment
of the growth of the cooperative movement.
Despite the growth of the cooperative movement, Denmark
is primarily an agricultural nation. Cooperation and agriculture
are synonymous. Each has developed parallel with the other, and
in many respects^a^e mutual iy dependent.
The history of Danish cooperation could not be adequately
at least that is my view, and fairly considered unless some
mention is made of the agriculture o^ the land and the vital
place which it is accorded in the life of the people. At the sam
time the history of Danish agriculture has emerged to its presen
status through a series of steps whose counterparts may be
observed in the past history of other countries.
For centuries the cultural possibilities of those who
make their living from the soil have been neglected. Farming was
the business of the peasant, serf, and villan for centuries. Yet
while we see agriculture looked upon as honorable and desirable
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in the periods of the Hebrews, G-reeks, Romans, end later in t v e
1'iddle Ages it is readily discerned that these tillers of the
soil had few privileges. Exploitation of the farmer existed in
Rome in organized form. This condition was prevalent in the per-
iod of the patrician rule. The demands of the tax-gatv erers
bled the people to such an extent that many of them abandoned
their farms and migrated to Rome. There, they became wards of
the government. With the appearance of the "latifundia" which
Livy, the Roman historian says ruined Italy, the exploi tati on
of the farmers became even more severe. Slaves operated, the large
estates and the ever-i ncreasang hordes of farmers flowed into
Rome. The chief philosophical writers of the day, Cicero, Pliny,
Seneca, Marcus Aurelius, and Epictetus, decried and condemned
the existing conditions of their times asking for moderation,
and a return to the old life. Casting their eyes on the past
they praised the simpler agricultural life. "0 tempora. 0
mores." (1) It was because of the disgraceful and apalling
situation that existed in Rome that gave rise to the Philosophers’
pleas for the simple life.
The limited opportunities and exploitation of the
agricultural class has continued up to the presert day. In
France and Russia the condition of the farming element gave
the impetus to revolution. The unfair practices in France saw
an unequal distribution of taxation and influenced the formation
1. Haney, Lewis E.
,
History of Economi c Thought
.
Hew York: The MacMillan Company. 1920. p.71.
.,
.
.
•
,
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of the "Physiocrats. (1) Prior to the Ireneh Kev6lution the
peasants were almost reduced to starvation hy the taxes levied
by the nobles, by the excessive charges for services, and by a
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system of competitive rents.
The United States has also seen the explo ila tion of those
r
who wo«k the soil. The manner in which this exploitation has
resulted and the way in which it did take ylace, is practicelly
the same as that used in other nations, loans made to farmers
at exorbitant rates have taxed them of their assets. Farm
mortgages and foreclosures have followed and the farmer has
eventually lost his farm. What was once his own he was now
compelled to work as a tenant. As an alternative he could
find other employment.
In the United States in 1860, 77?& of the farmers owned
their own farms. In 19555 this number had dwindled below 60^.
Tenant farmers are believed to be confined, to the South. The
South, however, is not^only sect-ion where such a situation holds
forth. Nor are the conditions which give rise to such a state of
affairs limited to the South.
According to Eowe : "Tenancy is highest in those parts
of the country where it would be least expected, namely in the
Central, West, and South." Thus we find in 1930 the percentage
of tenant-operated f rms in the West South Central Division
(Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas) to be 62.55^ of the total:
In the East South Central Division (Kentucky, West Virginia,
Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi) to be 55.9?*; in the South
1. Haney, --Op. Cit.--p. 163.
.,
.
.
,
.
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Allantic (Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,
North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Florida) to he 4810;
in the West Forth Central (Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Forth
Dakota, South Dakota, Fehraska, i-ansas) to he 59.90; in the
East Forth Central (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
Wisconsin) to he 29.50; in the Mountain Division (Montana, Idaho
Wyoming, Colorado, Few Mexico, Utah, Nevada) to he 24.40, while
in the Pacific Division is 17.70. Tenancy is at its maximum in
the following states: Mississippi
,
72.2 r'->; C-eorgis, 68 ,20;
Louisiana, 66.60; South Carolina, 65.10; Alabama, 64.70;
Arkansas, 65.00; Oklahoma, 61.50; Texas, 60.90; Forth Carolina,
49.20; Iowa, 47.50; Fehraska, 47;10; Tennessee, 46.20. (1)
A Subcommittee of the Mouse Committee on Public lands
of the 74th Congress stated:
"Even now 5,000,000 farm families are settling
down to a social state of serfdom heretofore
foreign to our great country. Less than
2,000,000 families of the nation’s once proud
group of independent home- owning farmers remain,
and their ranks are thinning every year. The
independent home-owner 4s rapidly van! shing. ” (2
)
The problem raised by the increasing evils of farm
tenancy is being recognized in Amer'ea. In 1955 a hill was
introduced in the Senate known as the Bankhead Bill for the
purpose of helping would-be farm tenants and share-croppers to
buy their own farm-lands, the aid to be given by the
government.
1. Howe, --Op. Cit. --p.258.
2. Report of 74th Congress, 2nd Session, on H.R.8286.
Washington, D.d: Government Printing Office.
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The central aim or the bill is to check the increase in farm
tenancy. Other objectives are to alleviate the land-owners end
the tenants’ difficulties which gave vent to general r^ot in
1931. The hill also seeks to return farms now occupied by ten-
ants to free owners. A ’’Farm Tenants’ Homes Corporation* v/ag to
be organized for the promotion of these objectives. This
corporation was to be given power to acquire farm lands and such
property as would be required for operation of the farms. It was
also to develop, lease, and to accept mortgages. A bend issue
not to exceed one billion dollars was also authorized, in
addition to a capital stock of not more than one hundred million
dollars which was to be subscribed by the Secretary of the
treasury. (1) The passed in the Senate, but was vetoed in the
House
.
To improve the condition of agriculture and thus that
of the farmers, the government sought to achieve this goal by
reducing production, raising prices, providing for financing
of farm mortgages, and. for the extension of credit facilities.
The mechanism designed to fulfill these aims was set in order by
a series of measures including: The Farm belief Act of 1933;
Farm Credit Act, 1914; Cotton Control Act, 1934.1; and the Farm
Mortgage Act, 1934, The main provisions of the various acts
provide loans through agencies of the Farm Credit Administration
to aid. in the production and marketing of farm products;
1. Fori son, Samuel E., Commager, Henry S., The growth of the
American Republi c.Hew York: Oxford University Press.
1937. p. 367
.
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authorized the A. A. A. to limit the cotton crop for 1924 to
ten million hales by compulsory cuotas of production; and
provided machinery to enable mortgage burdened farmers to
adjust their debts by bankruptcy proceedings; and to avoid
foreclosues for a period of 5 years. (1)
While attempts have been made in this country to improve
the status of the farmer, Denmark ranks without a peer in the
success of its movement to free its farmers from tenancy.
At the present time 98ft of the Danish farmers own their
own land and farms. It is estimated that in 1860 that those who
owned their own land numbered about 65 of the Agricultural
populace. (2) The method by hi eh the farmer has elevated himself
from that of a tenant to an independent land-owning farmer has
been followed by a similar improvement in the type of product
rendered by his farm. To the Danes, farming has truly become an
art.
The Danish farmer has become a student of arri culture
.
Scientific methods have been fostered and utilized. In order that
he may realize the greatest return from his work he studies
material pertaining to the raising, feeding, and marketing
of his products. As a means of pleasing and attracting
customers he packages his products in attractive' boxes and
containers. Supplementing his modern equipped slaughter-houses
and dairies he
killed only by
insists that all live-stock be
qualified veterinarians. These
certified and
restrictions he
1. Dorf, Philip, Visual-* zed American History
.
17ew York: Oxford Pock Company. 1924. pp, 225-26.
.. , .
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enforces as a means of protecting his reputation which is world
renowned. Complaints from the markets receive serious and care-
ful attention and the source of trouble is removed as quickly
as possible.
The influence of the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural
College in Copenhagen which was founded in 1 Q 56 has been
tremendous. This institution is the only one in the country
that affords higher scientific training in Agricultural
Economies. If has been largely due to the work of the graduates
of these specialized agricultural courses that Danish farming
has reached such a high rank. Since the inception of the
institution more than 1845 farmers have taken their degrees in
agricultural science. Host of these graduates have made their
training available by entering farming reas as research men,
advisors, assistants, and farmers.
Another similar training center has been the
agricultural high schools. The oldest of these schools are at
Lyngby end Tune. They were founded in 1867 and 1871,
respectively. These high schools are similar in many ways to the
Peoples’ High Schools, but differ in that their courses are
specialized rather than cultural. In the words of the founder
of the Lyngby school, Jorgen la Cour;
’’The Danish Agricultural School is a
child of the Danish Folk High School,
and like it, must build on the
foundation of faith and folk life.”(l)
Similar to the Peoples’ High Schools as originated by
Bishop Grundtvig, the agricultural schools are private. The
1. Bredkjaer, --Op. Cit.
—
p.3.
I«
enrollment is drawn from the various c eetions of the country.
There are no entrance reouirements
,
hut usually pupils "below
18 years of age are not admitted. Two courses are usually
i
given. Cne consisting of five or six months ins ruction while
the second is nine months in duration. There are also shorter
courses offered. These latter courses are usually given for the
purpose of training assistant inspectors, fodder-masters, or
officials for similar capacities.
Many of the schools are specialized in that they are
noted for "being particularly efficient in certain lines of
agriculture. Two schools, Dalum end ladelund, support a
department for training dairymen. Cn the other hand four schools
train those who aspire to he small-holders. While the fees are
very reasonable, in the event that students encounter financial
difficulties, the government has been liberal in offering
grants to those in such stra'ts.(l)
The greatest portion of the school t 4 me is devoted to
applied courses as breeding, soil culture, plant growing.
Deviating from the purely agricultural lines, courses are given
in book-keeping and farm economy. The chief aim of the
curriculum is to keep to the work which the students will be
concerned with foloing the completion of their courses. They
seek to keep the work close to the agricultural problems that
have faced the students In the past or the difficulties which
these same students may encounter in the future. A graduate of
1. Howe, --Cp. Cit.--p.155.
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these schools hs.s a specialized training in what is to he his
life’s work. In addition to knowing how to rad se his c -ops and
live-stock he has also keen trained in the management of his
business.
Summer courses for women are offered in domestic
economy at twelve of these agricultural schools. Denmark also
contains 21 special schools of domestic economy for women. The
Cdense Fusma ends hole which was established in 1°08 by the United
Association of Small-Holders in the island of Funen, has special
courses designed to meet the requirements of young women and to
aid them in their adjustment to the role of helpmates on the
small farm. This school is a sequel to the Eusmaendskcle
,
or
school fcr the husmaend, small farm holders.
It Is not necessary for a person to be a member of the
school in order that he may en^oy its privileges. Any small-
holder may take his problem or problems to the school and.
receive advice. The aid that the schools have rendered to the
farmers is invaluable. At the present time there are 75,0^0
farmers owning but a few acres of land, and. who must work these
small tracts in order to make thei r living. The problem i
s
further intensified in that the soil is not too productive.
Fertilizer must be used in abundance in order to maintain a.
subsistence level of production. The size of the farm does not
permit the farmer to alternate his fields because he must
utilize all his land at all times. Unless these farmers are able
to maintain the entire productive area in the best of condition
their problem is more acute and the possibility of failure is
,•
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even more pressing. Under such pressure the schools have been
able to aid the farmers in many ways, gratuitously. The services
rendered by the schools have in many ways made it possible for
the farmers to develop more hardy e-ops and better milk cows.
The womens 1 courses are held in hay
,
Jure, and July.
The lectures are much the same as those for the men, but tbev
differ in that all phases of needle-work replace the mens’
technical courses. As was mentioned, the courses are practical,
the emphasis be'ng on such subjects as applied surveying,
physics
,
chemistry, geography, biology, sanitation, and nature
study. The womens’ courses in addition to containing all types
of handiwork have various phases of household economics stressed
Rural schools of household economy are also available
for the women, located in the open country, or in some rural
village they usually comprise 3 to 5 acres of land on which a
model garden is laid out to serve as a laboratory and source of
supplies. The courses are usually six months long, and the
schools remain open throughout the year. The buildings are
equipped ith* modern kitchen, chambers, and such eruipment as
is required in an up-to-date kitchen. The curriculum is extensive
and so organized as to treat all phases of household economy.
Intensive as well, it includes training in the following list:
natural sciences, chemistry, food values, baking, butchering,
curing, pickling, sewi ng, dress-making, patching, darning,
embroidery, kitchen care, garden culture, and the preservation
of foods. This is supplemented by gymnasium work, literature,
song, s.nd periodic reviews for those students who are deficient

IP4
in any one particular branch. (1)
On the whole, the greatest interest Is shown in the
short two weeks courses which are given for loth men and women.
These popular courses are held ten of the twelve months of the
year. They begin on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
It is customary for older people to attend these courses and they
are segregated from the younger students attending the regular
and longer courses.
The curriculum of each of these two weeks courses
emphasizes and concerns itself strictly with but one subject
such as the preparation of foods. Government support is
accorded to all of these schools. The students have free board,
instruction, a,nd traveling expenses to and from the schools. If
it is necessary, financial assistance is given the students to
]pay for the help needed to run the farms because of their absence.
The agricultural education program is also aided by an
elaborate extension system which began in 1874 at Ashov when a
small group of country folk gathered a.t the local high school for
a series of lectiires and discussions. Speakers are sent by the
University of Copenhagen, as well as from the various schools, to
lecture to the people. It is estimated that there are 3,000
such lecturers in Denmark. The topics discussed at the time when
the organization was first launched were agricultural, tut have
since expanded into all fields. Ethics, politics, sociology, as
well as agricultural subjects are now freely discussed. These
1. Foght, — Op. Cit.—p.35.
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meetings represent our own Chataugas in many respects, tut they
do not demand any admission fees.
Danish agriculture has another unicue, hut effective,
feature. Each area has what is known as a person who is the
adviser of some particular section. Usually, he is an expert on
some phase of agriculture. He is freely consulted on any
problems which may face the farmers and his suggestions and
hits of advice are highly regarded.
To the Danish farmer cooperation is not only essential
hut it represents the means hy which he has been able to secure
a status once believed to be beyond his grasp. Accordingly, he
guards his improved status jealously. Education represents his
most effective means of maintaining the system. As the
cooperatives brought advantages to the farmer so has the
educational contributed. Emerging as a product of the
educational system of the land the farmer is more than lust tha
He is an artisan as well. In addition to his agricultural
training he is instructed as a blacksmith, carpenter, weaver,
and in several other fields.
Cooperation and the success of the cooperative movemen
in-so-far as Denmark is concerned owes much of its success to
the educational plan of G-run&tvi g, his disciples, and much to
the initiative which has characterized the Danish activity
along such lines.
The phrase, "outward loss, inward gain”, rrp ght well
be applicable to Denmark. The nation is essentially and
primarily an agricultural nation. She lacks the natural
,
I
.
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resources which are necessary for industrial prominence. She is
dependent on other rations for metals and the materials necessary
for large-scale manufacturing. iaer size is unimpressive, and her
national wealth insignificant. Few, if any agricultural n ti or
s
where agriculture represents the main end sole phase of economic
activity have achieved international prominence or rower.
Especially when their size is small. Fortunately, cooperation was
able to do much to raise the position of the farmer. The latter
has reciprocated ky doing all that he can along educational
pursuits to maintain it. As a result he has fortified himself
with, an outstanding and successful system of education.
Education and cooperation in Denmark are very closely
related. Each is regarded with mutual e teem and importance.
Throughout the development of the movement the educational
system has expanded. The development of the movement, itself,
has keen facilitated hy that of the educational system. The two
are so closely knit that changes in one tend to he reflected in
the other.
Yet, cooperg.ti ves have not confined their activities
tc agricultural pursuits alone. The farm/ rs have formed otter
societies providing means of purchasing insurance for pensions,
Illness, and accident. Ee has eouipped himself with cooperative
[societies as a means
and coal. While the s
agricultural classes
expanded and used the
of purchasing fee ding- stuffs
,
machinery,
tren-o-th of the movement does remain in the
t is significant that these classes have
cooperative p rinciples in ott^er lines-.

Benefits From "he Boyem ent
.
The cooperative movement has benefitted the Banes in
many and diverse ways; some directly, others indirectly. The
benefits resulting from the movement may he classified as ec-
onomic, social, political, cultural, and educational. Aany other
have also accrued, but it is impossible in many instances to
segregate them. All the benefits are not capable of being
measured as their true value is a component of many other
features
.
If any one contribution was to be taken as an
exemplification of the movement’s benefits that one might be
summed in the new and improved status which it has made possible
for the peasant. Because of the movement he has become the focal
point of an entirely new organization. The privileges once
reserved for the landed classes are now his. Cnee insignifi cant
in political circles he has risen to the stage where he is now
a member of the nation’s most powerful party. Yet, unlife many,
he has not abused his recently acnuired rights, father he has
equipped himself with an impressive educational system in order
that he might tighten his held on these new privileges.
E conomic G-ains :
Economically the movement has sided the Danish farmer
in a varietr- of important ways. Once a victim of middlemen and
private dealers, the cooperatively organized farmer has become
<
a leeding influence and consideration in the markets of Denmark
1?R
The fact that he Delongs not onl3r to a local society, hut to a
large national federation whose business enterprises are far-
reaching, has enabled him to unite the advantages of intensive
small scale farming with advantages made possible by the use of
large scale machinery. Previously, the use of such equipment was
restricted, by cost, to the large landed estates. Tow, volume
buying by his federated society permits him to purchase at the
lowest prices, the most modern and up-to-date types of
machinery. (1
)
Formerly the Danish farmer marketed his products throng
middlemen or agents whose sole interest was financial.
Accordingly, the farmer had no means of regulating his dealings.
Oftentimes the manner in which the agent handled the farmers 1
goods reflected on the latter in the form of decreased demands.
The indifference which characterized the manner in which the
private dealers handled the eggs of the farmers resulted in the
latter forming their own ^oe'eties. The inconvenience which was
caused the farmers by tie necessity of having to send their
live-stock to Hamburg for slaughter, and the high costs of
transporting the animals such a long distance similarly was an
important motive in the formation of the cooperative slaughter
houses. This system has been replaced by a cooperative form of
organization so efficient in its organization that it has also
1. Hull, I.K.
,
"Farm Purchasing Cooperatives."
Philadelphia.: The Annals
.
Vol.19l.Kay, 19?7.p.l0?.
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secured a firm hold on the processing of the animals. The
farmers' products are collected and marketed along with those of
i
y
other farmers by a federated society whose membership is
composed of hundreds of societies. The need for cooper© ti on
amongst the local cooperative societies gave the impulse leading
to the centralization of marketing and the formation of regional
and ultimately national associations. Yet, it was necessary for
them to overcome many handicaps, and to overcome them before
such a system could, be properlv coordinated. The turning point
was reached, when the principle of binding contracts for the
supply of products on the part of the members was reached. Under
this plan the members of the local marketing societies contracte
to supply all their products to the society for a varying term
of years. Cn such a firm foundation it has been relative!^
easy for them to build, up a modern marketing organization which
has and still does, handle the greater portion of the Danish
d
a gr i cultura1 products.
The local societies, in turn, are usually federated
w ' th the central organization on "com odity" l^nes. "-bat is,
the federation of local societies is usuallv concerned with
t/
an agricultural commodity or commodities of allied character.
Members are paid for their produce by an advance at the time of
delivery and periodically by a di strirut i on of the profits. This
latter practice is usually annual, "he produce that is delivered,
is classified, graded and- sorted at the warehouses of the cent-
ral organization. For marketing purposes the rroduce of all the
farmers is "pooled." Such large resources g'ves the advantage of
.
. .
-
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be _: ng able to sell in bulk whereas before, he was entirely on
his own
,
and had to resort to personal methods in order that
r 3 gh 1 marke t his pro due t s
.
The benefits that have been brought about by this
cooperative form of marketing are far-reaching. By the
centralization of purchase and of sale considerable economies
effected, not merely in consequence of the elimination of the
he
are
middlemen, but of the removal of powers of exploitation whi ch
buyers and sellers of agricultural commodities not infrequently
exercised over the unorganized farmers. In organized marketing,
large-scale handling has enabled scientific trading and
standardization to be established. This has resulted in the
production of standard grades of produce and also in standard
breeds of live-stock. This again, as in the case of bacon and
butter, has led to a general improvement in the ouality of
farm produce. Thus, not only have the prices of the Danish prod-
ucts increased, but the competitive strength of the central
export organizations in foreign markets has likewise been inc-
reased. The products have earned a reputation for quality
against which unorganized farmers have found it difficult to
compete. The uncertainty once shared by all the farmers
concerning the probability of a market has been dispelled by
the cooperative organization and the farmers assured a source
of a sale. On the other hand he is certain that whatever he may
purchase from his society he obtains at the lowest price
compatible with ouality. Today the small farmer may buy the same
type of equipment as the large farmer, and what is more important
-(
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he can do so as economically. In a country where most of the
farms are made up of a few acres such a practice is important.
The farmers and agriculturists in general, 11137- and sell
as a group. Such unified action enables them to reserve for then
selves some of the profits which once went to the middle-men.
Cooperation has similarly freed the Danish farmer of the
existence of food combines and trusts. The cooperatives have
waged outstandingly successful campaigns against trusts and
monopolies so that now the country is freed of such economic
evils
.
Political Gains.
The cooperative movement has drawn the farmer into
politics, partly because of necessity. At the outset of
cooperation the cooperative societies were challenged and
opposed by private enterprisers whose methods were not always
fair. As a result the farmer realized that he would have to
enter politics as a means of protecting and of forwarding his
interests. Only by such action did he feel that he could obtain
fairer taxes and railroad rates. Today the farmers represent
the strength of the leading political party of Denmark. Yet,
the splendid record that the representatives of the farmers’
cooperatives have achieved in parliament is a justification of
their presence in this body.
While the power that has come to the Danish farmer, as
a senuence of his entrance into politics, has not been abused
he makes ho attempt to deny that he entered polities as a. means
of furthering his own interests. Pie concerned humself most
linn ly with a crusade for lower taxes and reduced rrY 1 rates.

The fact that he succeeded in obtaining these did not
encourage him to usurp other powers. Ei s attitude has been that
of a. conservative. He has consented himself by maintaining the
privileges which he has already received rather than constantly
grasping new laurels. However, neither is he so conservative as
to be adverse to progress.
When the movement was launched the agricultural class
was weak, politically. Year by year as the movement developed
and new societies were formed they likewise increased th ir
political significance, looker T. Washington attributed the
political power ol the Danish, peasant to the cooperative
activities in which the power-seeking farmer is constantly
e ngage d . He said:
"Forty years ago the peasants had all the
political rights they now possess, but they
dj d not count for much in political
matters. There was then two kinds of butter,
"gentlemen 1 s butter," which was ipade on the
estates of the big landowners, and
"peasants’ butter." Peasants’ butter was
wohth only one half as much as the other
kind in the market. After the cooperative
dairies were established however, and the
price of peasants’ butter began to rise
the political situation began to change.
Year by year the number of farmers’
cooperative societies increased and year by
year the number of peasant farmers in
Parliament increased. In other ords the
Danish peasant has become a power in Danish
politics because he first became a leader in
the in ustrial development of the country ." (1
)
The rise of the Danish farmer to political power has
been gradual. 'While lacking the spectacular developr.er ts
1. Washington, Booker T.
,
The I. .'an Farthest Down
.
Few York. p.322.

characteristic of other European ne.tions the results have teen
more teneficial and. inspiring.
Educational benefits.
The facility and rapidity * hi ch marked the Danish and
especially the farmers’ adjustment to the cooperative movement
was due largely to the training that he received, in the Peoples 1
High Schools. Without the troad and literal training that he
was afforded it is doubtful if such a fine and rapid adaptation
could have teen made. The importance of the education in per-
mitting them to unite cooperatively is fully appreciated ty the
Danes. They have sough to maintain cooperation through educatio
and. today their system of education compares favorably with, all
existing systems. A practical organization of educational
institutions combining the features of a liberal and specialized
training has been devised supplemented by the unique system of
1 e cture s and. forums
.
]1
Subsidized generously by the government, education is
available for all. The main qualification being that of
initiative on the part of the person. While elementary is
compulsory, the higher levels are likewise free, but the pupil
must personally desire these benefits.
The services of these institutions are at the disposal
of the people who when faced with any problems are encouraged to
utilize the agencies and facilities of the schools. The populati
o
as a whole, has a warm regard for the arts and. sciences. These
pursuits, once restricted to the wealthy class, are now the
rightful possessions of all. Cur own state is world renowned for
—.
,
.
(
its many colleges and universities yet Denmark, lacking the
wealth and development of this state has available for farmers
alone, more than sixty Folk High Schools, and a score of agr-
icultural schools. Education and cooperation are mutually
bound with one another. The growth of cooperatives has been
facilitated by the fine educational system which has been
organized, partly as a means of protecting their new status,
and in part, due to a desire on the part of the Danes to
develop with the movement.
Cultural and Social G-ains.
The cooperative mov ment has not always been directed
to large and ultimate aims. While it has at times been lacking
of any pointed aims it has had a powerful and direct influence
on other movements within the country. Cne movement so reached
has been that touching on the social and cultural phases of the
nation.
As a result of his adoption of the cooperative idea
the Dane has developed an impressive and an effective system of
education which has borne fruit in the form of cultural
progress. So effectively have thejDanes, as a group, taken to thi
new education that illiteracy has all but been wiped out. In
Denmark at the present time there is but one person on a
thousand who can neither read nor write. Despite the emphasis
on education in our country, in lows, eight persons on one
thousand can neither read nor write. In new Jersey the number is
fifty, and in South Carolina the number is unbelievably high,
reaching the gi gan rf c figure of one hundred forty-nine persons
s
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per thousand.
Undoubtedly other benefits have resulted due to the
movement, but these appear to be the most outstanding. It is
|
exceedingly difficult to attempt to es imate the benefits which
the erection of libraries, hospitals, and houses have brought
to the people, likewise is would be difficult to ascertain the
importance of the many other types of social gains. Beneath all
such considerations lies that obvious fact that certain benefits
have resulted from the movement,
A ISsson in the Shifting of Tower
.
The Danish farmer, early in the 1870’s and RQ’s,
discovered the need of power. He found that without economic
and political significance he could do little. Also he discovered
that unless he got such powers, other groups would usurp not
only the powers, but the gains they represented. In short, he
found that he must be his own statesman, as well as his own
processor and salesman. Denmark o: - ers a most obvious lesson in
the shifting of power. A lesson in how peaceful methods may
accomplish to better advantage what violence is sometimes used
to attain. The Danish farmer received little more from the
aristocracy than he received from the professional and business
classes. The matter of the gains or benefits that he received of
these groups is debatable. Accordingly he struck for privileges.
Cut of the ensuing struggle emerged a democracy worthy of
dupli. eat i on.
Yet, unlike many people
unexpected pr'vi leges, the Danes
who enjoy the fruits of
have not abused their new

The Future of the I.ovement in Denmark.
It may he the impression of many that cooperation has
attained a high development in Denmark. This impression is a
correct one, hut must he qualified.
For the most part the cooperatives have formed most
successfully along those lines of activity which are close to
agriculture. It may he that since the nation i s primarily an
agrarian one that this development is natural. However, it
would seem that for this verjr reason that the future of
cooperation in-so-far as Denmark is concerned, would he centered
about those fields which are separate from agriculture.
Few nations, if any, can equal the fine record that the
Danish agricultural cooperatives, as exemplified hy the dairy,
egg, and purchase organizations, have accomplished. On the other
hand, the Danish societies have not achieved the success along
consumer lines that the English cooperatives have. Therefore, it
appears logical to assume that the next strides that the
cooperatives will take will he along those consumer lines.
During the depression the cooperatives have entered
into new fields of activities such as fruit and vegetable
growing, and the raising of shrubs and nursery plants. They have
also expanded into the production of machinery and into various
engineering activities. Housing has also been given much
attention. The latter program has been enlarged considerably since

the early stagnation which occurred at the outset of the
depression.
Since Denmark is primarily an agricultural nation there
is a reason to believe that the emphasis will continue to he
centered about the agricultural societies. Yet the nation
annually imports a large percentage of goods which might possibly
be raised or produced by cooperative organ! zatdons
. Industrial
development is handicapped because of the utter lack of minerals
which are imperative to a nation’s success along industrial
lines. It may be possible for the Danes to find means of
cutting down their imports without resort to Increased
industrializati on.
A Challenge to Capitalism.
A cooperative economic order, at least in Denmark, does
not face the keen competition which a similar movement would be
forced to combat in this country. In Denmark the capitalistic
order is not of such paramount significance. The opposition
would not be as great in Denmark as that in this country,
Nevertheless, considerable objection would be raised if the Danes
sought to replace capitalism. Whether or not the societies could
meet and surmount these objections as they did at the time of
the formation of dairy and egg societies is purely a matter of
conjecture. It would seem that they would have a good chance of
doing so if the people would, organize efficiently. The fields
that cooperation would now tend to enter, should the movement
take on new enterprises, would be in those fields where private
capital has become well established. Even the agricultural
..
.
.
societies have not always "been able to supersede the private
dealers. While the cooperatives may adapt themselves to new
lines such as the consumer organizations, it would he too much
to expect them to defeat the private capitalists on their
own grounds. At least they do not seem able J~o achieve such a
goal as quickly as they did in other fields.
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Foreign Threats.
At the present time the future of cooperation is not
so closely connected with capitalism as it is with the foreign
threats which appear to he gaining in probability.
Germany has long been credited as casting eager glances
at the possibility of acquiring this small nation. Denmark
supplies Germany with many of its needs, especially dairy
products. The addition of this nation would serve to solve a
portion of Germany’s already acute food problems.
There is in North Schleswig a German speaking minority
which has hever been reconciled to its incorporation into
Denmark since the World War. In 1927 these Schleswig Nazis
commenced their terroristic activities. They boycotted anti-Nazi
Danish farmers and damaged the property of these unfortunate
peasants. It was readily admitted that these groups were
financed by the German National Socialist Organization and
directed by agents in Copenhagen. Despite all this trouble the
Danish government took no action. The fear of the loss of the
lucrative German export market tended to make the officials
wary of any action. (1)
1. The New International Yearbook. --Op. Cit.--p.Sll,
t
The whole of the Scandinavian Peninsula was subjected
to the spread of Nazi propaganda. Si> much was distributed that
it resulted in a movement for the united defense to forestall
aggression on the rart of Germany. At a speech in Stockholm,
e
Sw^len, on March 8, 1937, Premier Stauning gave eloquent notice
that Denmark would not join any such movement. The country
remained virtually defenseless while Norway, Sweden, and Finland
increased their armaments
.
However, the Darn sh budget tor
1938-39, as submitted to Parliament for defense, increased such
expenditures from 5o to So million kroner.
How successful the country vail be in avoiding or
remaining clear of any German aggression is difficult to fore-
cast. Should it become a part of the German domain then the
future of the cooperatives would be questionable
.
;
loyalty
.
The success of any cooperative society depends bn the
loyalty of its members to patronize any activities which the
organization might enter into. Unless it can be assured of this
support a society is severely af- ected. In time the results may
mean dissolution. In the United States the failure of members to
patronize their societies has in numerous cases led to the
abandonment of the venture. In the case of the Haiti sh Societies,
however, the members have been most loyal. So long as they
continue to remain so the future of the movement seems assured.
Poli cy
.
Every enterprise regardless of its aims or methods is
possessed of a policy. Without such a polic" few if any
,,
,
,
,
organizations have been able to sustain. The future of the
movement would seem to depend much on the ability of the
existant societies to present the essence of their policies to
the people and in this way keep them aware of and alert to the
movement
.
Organ j zation.
At the present time a large portion of the Dan:' sh
societies are not members of any large organizations. Under such
a system the benefits which often accrue because of a central
organization are lost. As a means of strengthening their already
strong position, the establi sjnment of some central organization
or a more representative membership in the central bodies that
now exist would seem worthy.
Leadership
,
Perhaps no ot' er method will be sc effective in aiding
the movement as that of able leaders. How the societies wi 11
choose such leaders is a difficult problem to solve, but such
persons should be chosen end trained for the future. Unfortunate^;
in the past th- cooperetives have been handicapped in that
private business with its larger salaries was able to, and still
is, to attract many cooperative officials. The fact that the
cooperatives pay smaller salaries is somewhat bf a hindrance in
that the more capable officials can exact a higher salary in-
private enterprise.
Propaganda.
The Danish cooperatives must keep their movement before
the hation in the form of propaganda. Such propaganda should be
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guided "by the vision and endeavors of high intellectual "bodies,
ohould the material "be otherwise it is likely that instead of
advancing the movement it will have the opposite effect. This Is
movement as a whole, "but of the small
as well.
»
not a problem of the
individual societies
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